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Dear Readers,

Some days, I think – and my thoughts are

circular, they end at the same crossroad:

what I know is a ricochet of what we all do.

Truth is murky – we pass it on murmuring, as if

it’s a secret we can’t keep. We look for

peace more than we look for the truth,

anyway – utopia is still, silent,

brooding. Sometimes it’s a note

held for so long that it becomes

an ache in the ear, a new sonic

register. A white noise. It’s a

quiet affirmation that it

ends with us, it ends with us, it

ends with us. 

Time, then, is a villain. Because

this story, this life, this plot has

never been yours to begin with.

You can build a life and tear it

apart and the sun will keep

shining. It doesn’t end with us.

This realization is made of ashes;

the ashes are made of the

earth. As we move, our past becomes a

tongue of what we’ve lost; what I know is a

ricochet of what we all do. As we move, our

footsteps are heavy – it makes sense, then,

why we leave behind so much of ourselves. 

Time, then, is a story of swallowing. 

What I’m trying to say, in circles, is my name.

It began somewhere long ago, and it will

echo long enough to become white noise.

Somewhere along the way, we’ve become

part of a whole. In the name of progress,

we’ve forgotten what it means to be human.

Somewhere along the way, we’ve become

hollow; re-written in codes and scripts. We’ve

become stories of success. We’ve become

mechanical; we’ve become formulaic.

We’ve been waiting, waiting, waiting – for a

utopia. 

Time, then, is a reflection. 

In all my time as an educator – and years of

trying to be human – I’ve realized something.

There’s this idea – this idea that machine is

perfect. Machine is perfect, so we must be

an antithesis. We’ve tried so hard to become

what we’ve created. 

We’ve tried so hard to be

perfect.

Perhaps we’ve forgotten;

but I suppose it’s time to re-

remember. We are human;

this touch of nuance is

unique to each one of us –

this touch is made of

mistakes, history and stories

coded into our DNA. This

touch of nuance isn’t our

curse, but perhaps this desire

to become an efficient,

programmable machine is.

I believe this generation has

upturned the moulds; has disrupted the

definitions. As a parent, as an educator, as a

human – all I can hope for is this. Empathy is

the story of becoming; the desire to step into

a stranger’s shoes, challenge your world-

view, embrace what time has meant to

each one of us. What I know is the ricochet

of what we’ve all known; this generation is

the story of becoming.

Prof. (Dr.) Deependra Kumar Jha,
Vice Chancellor, Adamas University,
Kolkata
Formerly: 
Vice Chancellor, University of Petroleum &
Energy Studies, Dehradun
Vice Chancellor, G D Goenka University,
Gurugram

From the Desk of the

Managing Editor
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Dear Readers,
The world stands at a crossroads. While the unin-
hibited march of technology continues to redraw
the contours of human civilization, the very idea
of humanity seeks a fresh definition. Although hu-
manistic mechanization is becoming a stark
global reality, empathy and kindness promise to
become the keywords in the
days ahead. The global pan-
demic established the fallibility
of human knowledge and
showed how nature can dwarf
any and every human accom-
plishment. In the face of all
these, there is an existential
question that concerns human-
ity. How do we protect the fu-
ture of humanity? In essence,
this question translates to some-
thing absolutely primordial. How
do we mentor the next genera-
tion? What are the golden rules
that need to be religiously fol-
lowed to raise a generation so
able that it takes humanity to
the next logical destination? As
simple as the questions sound,
the proposition remains perennially difficult. Let us
look a little more carefully and we might stumble
across some logical solution pointers.
Never before in human history has the role of ma-
chines been more important. Extensively used yet
massively misunderstood concepts such as Artificial

Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and
the Internet of Things (IoT) are in the air. Thus, adap-
tation has become more important than skills.
While skills are temporary, adaptation is perma-
nent. Efficiency has given way to the ability to solve
problems. Therefore, unlearning, relearning and
problem-solving constitute the name of the game.
Contemporary parenting and resultantly mentor-
ing represents a transformed paradigm. The bright
young minds need to be mentored in such a way
that they can create a better world not just for
themselves but for their future generations as well.
In the said pursuit, both parents and teachers
(consequently educational institutions) have the
ingrained responsibility to change the way they

functioned all these while. A few changes that
can be brought in are being presented here. By
no means are these pointers exhaustive. However,
what these pointers might do is to engender the
discourse in a way that can bring in the requisite
changes.
There is a pressing need to inculcate original think-

ing among young people.
Questioning and redrawing
should be the way forward.
Empathy and not mechanical
efficiency should be the goal.
Collaboration and not compe-
tition is the sole way to ensure a
better world.
While skilling is important, what is
more important is to have the
ability to re-imagine things.
Sustainability should be at the
core of everything that we do.
A world that is purer and less
polluted would go a long way
in ensuring a better future for
humankind.
Inclusivity, diversity and fellow
feelings are human traits that
need to be developed

amongst the citizens of tomorrow. Educational in-
stitutions can be a major help in this process.
As history has been a witness, machine-centricity
has always been detrimental. Therefore, acknowl-
edging the supreme status of humanity over
everything is something that can be of major help.
As noted earlier, these are only some of the ways
that can be explored in terms of preparing the fu-
ture generation for the times ahead. However, like
everything else, these ideas are also not etched
in stone. Therefore, an informed discourse is what
the doctor desires. I am so happy that the current
edition of #IdeaPlus does just that. While this is just
the beginning, more such efforts are required and
at the earliest.

Prof. (Dr.) Mahul Brahma

Professor and Dean – School of Media

and Communications

Adamas University, Kolkata

Humanity at the Crossroads: Tracing the

Contributions of Parenting and Mentoring

From the Desk of the Executive Editor
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Introduction

T
he purpose of this article is to think

aloud on the current state of online

pedagogy, and discover if there are

things we can do to make online

education more streamlined and possibly

more effective in the actual learning

environment.

Note: It may become a bit technical at

times. However, I have tried to keep it as

generic as possible.

A Bit about Me

This is to establish my credentials for even

attempting such an article. I have a

software experience of around 25 years

prior to retirement, and I have kept in

touch with technologies even after that.

At one stage of my career, I got involved

Ex-IITian and noted

techie Kinshuk Adhikary

deliberates on making

online learning more

effective.

Online Pedagogy:

Deciphering the Current

Technical Gaps
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with a fairly large e-learning software,

then called WebCT Vista, a Learning

Management System (LMS) later taken

over by Blackboard. My role was at the

Senior Architect level, which means pretty

much the whole thing including the

blueprint and the nuts and bolts level.

The WebCT Vista product catered to

almost 10 million students in more than 50

countries and was incredibly complex. It is

definitely not what I want to talk about

here. This is just for the background.

This article is more about – if I were to

design a WebCT-like system today, what

are the things I would put in, or take out.

Is Online Learning Really Working?

Modern systems changed from their

earlier “highly structured” approach to a

more “free-form” approach as in the likes

of Udemy (and the 100s of other MOOC

platforms out there).

The present day MOOC platforms are

basically video storages, with a front-end

for selling/ buying of courses, and some

selection/ search strategies for picking a

particular playlist of videos.

They serve very well the needs of

professionals, who are already skilled in a

particular field, and wish to augment their

learning with an additional course or two.

Let us examine why this is so. Professionals

The present day MOOC

platforms are basically video

storages, with a front-end for

selling/ buying of courses,

and some selection/ search

strategies for picking a

particular playlist of videos.
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already have a large background of prior

learning and skills. They can differentiate

between what is useful and what is junk.

They can, with a few trials, establish if the

teacher is good or not, if the delivery style

suits them or not. They are able to test

their own self-mastery of a topic before

moving on to the next one. And most of

all, professionals are motivated to learn,

they know exactly why they are picking

this course and not any other.

It is unlikely that such MOOCs will meet

the needs of undergraduate or post-

graduate universities, or schools. Younger

students (who are not yet professionals)

cannot be expected to fit into such a

“free-form” unstructured learning pattern. 

Nor can university teachers (i.e. course

creators, facilitators) be expected to fulfill

the expectations of education

administrators, who have to follow a very

structured regime of syllabus and courses

and topics.

Two Other Trends

Besides the structured versus unstructured

learning debate, there are two other

trends that cannot be ignored.

Just as most things today,

learning is also a social

activity, necessitating a

“social media platform” of the

likes of Facebook or Twitter.

One definitely needs to

conceive a network of

teachers and students

interacting via posts,

comments, likes etc.
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1. The Learning Network: Just as most

things today, learning is also a social

activity, necessitating a “social media

platform” of the likes of Facebook or

Twitter. One definitely needs to conceive

a network of teachers and students

interacting via posts, comments, likes etc.

This is also needed for metrics, for one of

the important metrics of a teacher (and a

student) today is  network centralities i.e.

being an influencer etc.

2. No Content Is an Island: Typically,

learning content in an online world

constitutes videos, but some of it is also

text, images, audio etc. Unlike the era of

books and publishing, the production of

online content today is fast-moving and

highly creative. If an university treats itself

as an island, producing and consuming its

own content, then definitely the quality

will be sub-standard. Thus, content must

be shared, and the LMS system must be

built from Day Zero with the ability to

easily integrate, share its own content as

well as consume other’s content.

But again, content should not be as “free-

form” as over the web, so that elements

of regulation can come in. This problem is

not so easy as it sounds. The U.S attempts

at various regulations (SCORM etc.) have

more or less been failures.

The Typical Structure

Typical LMS systems are designed as

structured/ classified views of resources

(i.e. the content), with a definite and

somewhat configurable workflow of how

the user (teacher, student) moves

between the content (i.e. in a certain

sequence).

Content is learning content i.e. videos,

documents, other file types, or quizzes,

assignments, assessments, submissions etc.

Delivery is via rooms (classrooms) with a

content player, ability to chat, discussions

and forums, hand-raise etc. – very much

what one would see in a Zoom call today.

One adds a roster and calendar and a

task manager and other such frills for

better tracking.

Content is aggregated into topics, topics

into courses, and courses into syllabi. The

student and the teacher’s journey begins

at a particular point and ends at a point,

If an university treats itself as

an island, producing and

consuming its own content,

then definitely the quality will

be sub-standard.
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to satisfy a learning goal.

There are content creation tools,

teacher’s course delivery and grading

tools and student submission (creation)

tools.

There is of course menu and search, by

no means trivial. 

One also needs an education

administrator’s entry-point, for the initial

setting of syllabus, courses, topics.

Managing the Complexity

The whole thing is/ was humungous. I

sometimes used to wonder why teachers

and students did not hate the system

thoroughly and plan dark deeds against

the software people, who designed such

things!

What were the lacunae though?

a. Inconsistency of Terminology: I think

such systems require first and foremost a

consistent naming. It is easy to get lost,

call the same thing sometimes content,

sometimes resources and sometimes files.

It results in a lot of confusion among

teachers and students.

A clear ontology (names and relations

between various types of things) is

probably missing in the LMS world (I am

not sure of this). Such an ontology has to

be acceptable across universities, else

someone will call a syllabus a course. This

will also be useful in determining the

exact measures to be used for sharing,

costing and gradation.

b. Complexity of Navigation: The menu

systems are overly complex. They really

are not even needed in the modern

world, a simple Google-type search box

(whether typed into or spoken into)

should pull out the necessary page. The

student should be able to just say “show

me my submissions for the Neural Network

course” and it should do its work.

This requires intelligence, even AI.

Hopefully, with the latest chatbots, this

difficulty will be overcome.

c. Does the System Itself Learn?: There are

to my knowledge no metrics that

evaluates an LMS itself for its efficacy and

its ability to transfer learning in at least a

Gaussian curve across students. Too

It is unlikely that such MOOCs

will meet the needs of

undergraduate or post-

graduate universities, or

schools. Younger students

(who are not yet professionals)

cannot be expected to fit into

such a “free-form” unstructured

learning pattern.
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much is based upon salesmanship,

surveys and such mechanisms, even as

the LMS has all the data it needs to

evaluate course popularity, student or

teacher performance, ease of delivery

etc.

Thus LMS systems tend to be static, with

little scope for continuous versioned

improvement in their respective designs.

d. Reward System: Like I mentioned

earlier, the modern online teacher is

either a content creator or a learning

delivery facilitator. He or she may even be

a network influencer – a very important

role indeed. Without excellence in all

three, the LMS will be ineffective.

Naturally, such teachers must be

rewarded for excellence, to augment

their income, to produce, to deliver, to

influence. Very few LMS systems

incorporate reward sub-systems.

e. TTS and STT: I cannot conceive any

modern software without the abilities to

convert text-to-speech and speech-to-

text, that too, using the latest and

greatest tools out there. Even videos have

to be overlaid with text, to make them

bilingual. And, producing narrations

become exceedingly easy with such

tools.

f. Internationalization: Gone are the days

when English was the lingua-franca of

education. Today, one must cater to

students from all over the world. Else, what

is the point of going online anyway.

Fortunately, machine translation is a

breeze nowadays, and the LMS must offer

easy integration with such APIs.

g. SAAS-Driven: Like I said earlier, shared

content is the key to making the system

get the best content and therefore the

best learning opportunities, but I also said

that this was easier said than done. So let

me elaborate here.

Whoever designs this system should have

a SAAS (software as a service)

background, so that from the ground up,

each resource is sharable. But in an
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university of structured environment, such

sharing cannot be unrestricted as over,

say, Wikipedia. Each piece of content will

have a hierarchy of permissions, who can

share, how much, up to when – and all

this leading to a revenue and billing

system that bills the consumer.

h. Content Parsing and Classification:

Likewise, when the system inputs a piece

of content, it should be able to parse and

classify the content, more or less

automatically. Say, someone wants to

upload a PDF, or even a video, as a

learning content. The system should be

able to do a huge amount of work

analyzing the content before it is

accepted and stored in its rightful place.

g. Video Players: The current set of video

players, whether YouTube or any other

platform, are not really built/ customizable

for a learning session. Most learners

nowadays have an attention-span of

about 45 seconds, which means that,

after every 45 seconds (at most 2 minutes)

they need an “interrupt”. This interrupt

could be a quiz, a re-iteration of the

points made (in some other delivery

format, say audio). A simple interactive

quiz is often the best, right there on the

video player screen. Just as “sub-title” files

play along with a video, so can a file of

such “interrupts” be created, and the

video-player should be conscious of such

a learning adjunct.

Well, I could go on and on. There is Virtual

Reality and Gaming and Augmented

Reality and stuff like that, the full power of

machine learning driving content

creation. But let me stop here and instead

delve into two more areas, more suited

for the younger students, the ones who

need more guidance into “What should I

learn?”.

What Should I Learn? And, Why?

As we said earlier, it is the professionals

who gain the maximum mileage from

online learning. Because they know

exactly what they want to learn, why they

want to learn it, and the intermediate
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steps they need to cover.

In short, they have a “roadmap” of their

respective learning paths.

It is precisely this roadmap that is missing in

modern young students. And, no amount

of “counseling” can help. This is something

that the student has to discover himself or

herself. Today, he or she takes the help of

the peers grapevine (the idea of “elders”

helping is laughable, most elders don’t

even know what is current, what is useful).

This roadmap has a starting point and

branches off into several possible

endpoints. It takes into account the

student’s past academic record, his/ her

interest areas, the learning horizon or goal

(very much similar to a financial horizon or

goal), the student’s financial pocket, risk

appetite etc.

There can be a top-down approach to

building such roadmaps i.e. people who

have been there and done that providing

the required data. There can also be a

machine learning way, analyzing the

already existing roadmaps of thousands of

diverse resumes.

Am I Really Suited for This Course?

Besides the academic aptitude and the

economic means, there is one other thing

that we sometimes forget. A learning path

eventually leads to a profession, and

every profession has some specific

psychological profiles that are best suited.

And, these profiles are very much

discernible in even a youngster. There is no

point resisting this. One may do one’s best,

but a donkey can only be a very

mediocre horse. Far better that a student

knows, at least to some extent, the

professions that naturally fit him or her.

This can even be an endpoint choice for

the above-mentioned roadmap.

Conclusion : While writing the above, I

have focused completely on the young

student who will grow into a professional in

the modern age, using modern tools,

guided and facilitated by an organized

structure that we call the university.

I have kept myself free of airy-fairy ideas,

confining to things that are eminently

possible. However, I grant you they will be

difficult to build and implement in these

decadent times.

But the technology is all there. It only

needs organized effort by dedicated

people over two to three years.

Author’s Introduction: A pass out from IIT-

Kharagpur, Kinshuk Adhikary has 28 years

of experience in the industry – 16 years in

a “purely technical” role as software

architect and 12 years in high value

business development roles. He has held

senior positions with renowned

companies such as Hyundai and L&T. He

has also held the Head of Technology

roles in smaller organizations with tech

and business responsibilities. He has been

instrumental in architecting (designing

and creating) several enterprise software

products for U.S/ U.K companies. He

promotes management with a strong

technology culture. Kinshuk is hands-on

and is easily conversant with cutting-

edge technologies. He still learns IT/

software, now as a hobby.

Besides the academic

aptitude and the economic

means, there is one other

thing that we sometimes

forget. A learning path

eventually leads to a

profession, and every

profession has some specific

psychological profiles that are

best suited.
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Introduction

L
earning should be holistic. It provides

perspective and context, which

makes learning fulfilling. As ultra-

specialization becomes the norm and

goal, the persons undergoing these

specializations are gradually pushed into

mental silos, losing sight of the whole. This

truncated sight leads to the problem of

priority, and ultimately blinds the

concerned person to the consequences

of his/ her action. Therefore a 360-degree

view of life is necessary. This can be

Leading media academic

and author Prof. (Dr.)

Mrinal Chatterjee pens a

timely article on the

sheer importance of a

multidisciplinary

approach in

contemporary education.

Multidisciplinary Approach

in Education and Mentoring:

A Novel Paradigm



developed through a multidisciplinary

approach in education. It also requires a

competent mentor – a Guru with a vision.

This essay highlights the necessity of

multidisciplinary approach in education,

how National Education Policy (NEP) has

paved the way in the right direction and

how good mentoring can and will help.

Learning is not simply the digestion of

facts made available on a platter. It

requires engagement, analysis, reflection,

discussion, and the consideration of

multiple perspectives. If I may use Sanskrit

words – learning requires Adhyayan

(reading), Manan (reflection) and

Chintan (deep thinking). Learning should

be holistic. As Jack Miller writes in his essay

in the ‘Encyclopedia of Life Support

Systems’, “A main element of holistic

education is its focus on the

interconnectedness of experience and

reality.” It should be inclusive to highlight

the interconnectedness of everything

under the sun. It teaches that nothing in

this world grows and develops in silos or in

isolation. Manish Thakur in his book

‘Sociology and Management Education’

flags this aspect citing the examples of

business promotion focused managers

gradually losing site of the societal good

in their constant quest for profit

maximization. When we talk about

multiple perspectives – the surest way to

get it is more and synergic engagement

with other disciplines, especially a

grounding in the liberal arts.

There are several disciplines, which has

early roots in other

disciplines. For

example, media education has early

roots in political science, sociology,

psychology, and rhetoric and speech.

Similarly there are several disciplines

which offers interdisciplinary focus and

are themselves the object of

interdisciplinary study.

The real world is complex. Phenomena

are complex. One simply cannot

understand it through one lens. A basic

understanding and rounded, holistic

perception is the key. An inevitable

outcome of looking at life and learning

through a multidisciplinary lens is the

ability to approach problems with a

broader perspective and multiple sets of

questions. Consider this – a study of the

academic background of Nobel laurates

show that 49.5 per cent of the laureates

of Nobel Prize in medicine have

multidisciplinary educational

background and 69 per cent of their

undergraduate majors are not

A mentor usually provides

guidance, motivation and

emotional support to the

mentee. However, the role

that I envisage for a mentor

is that of a Guru, in the

ancient Indian cultural sense.



directly in medicine.

NEP 2020

The NEP 2020 lays emphasis on

developing the ‘creative potential’ and

‘higher order cognitive capacities’ of the

students. That includes ‘critical thinking

and problem solving’ apart from ‘social,

ethical and emotional capacities and

dispositions’.

To develop critical and creative thinking

ability, the students must have a basic

understanding of the knowledge domain.

This can only happen when they are

exposed to interdisciplinary study

ecosphere which will trigger

cross-learning between

disciplines.

This is not a new

concept.

Knowledge is holistic. Neither can it be

learnt nor can it grow in silos. One

acquires knowledge in the ever

increasing concentric circles. The

seventeenth century samurai, a master

swordsman Miyamoto Musash in his book

‘The Book of Five Ringssays’ says, “From

one thing, know ten thousand things”.

Knowing more, relevant or related to

one’s primary domain enriches.

Where Does Mentoring Figure in This?

A mentor usually provides guidance,

motivation and emotional support to the

mentee. However, the role that I envisage

for a mentor is that of a Guru, in the

ancient Indian cultural sense. In a spiritual

sense, a Guru is someone who helps the

Shishya (student) on his or her journey of

self-realization – in both spiritual and

physical sense. In practical terms the Guru

needs to understand the strong and weak

points of the student and guide him/ her

accordingly. The Guru should also help

the students to explore new visions and

possibilities. There is a shloka in Sanskrit

that probably explains the role I envisage

a Guru should take.

Ajnana Timir Andhasya Jnana Anjana

Shalaakaaya

Chakshurunmilitam Yena Tasmai Sri

Gurave Namaha

Translated into English it means:  

He who removes darkness of ignorance of

the blinded (un-enlightened) by applying

the ointment (medicine) of (Spiritual)

knowledge.

He who opens the eyes,

salutations unto that holy

Guru.

Learning is not simply the

digestion of facts made

available on a platter. It

requires engagement,

analysis, reflection,

discussion, and the

consideration of multiple

perspectives.
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It is not only the skill part a Guru should

teach the student but also what the

student is supposed to do with that skill.

The Guru should not mechanically teach

a subject. The Guru should bring before

the student the physical and spiritual

connections that a discipline has with the

other. This will make the subject more

relevant for the student. Jiddu

Krishnamurty wrote, “True education is to

learn how to think, not what to think”

(Krishnamurty, 1964). I’ll venture to say –

true education is both to learn what to

think and how to think. A true mentor –

Guru helps his/ her mentee/ Shishya to

learn that.

Author’s Introduction: Currently the

Regional Director of the Dhenkanal

Campus of Indian Institute of Mass

Communication (IIMC); Prof. (Dr.) Mrinal

Chatterjee is one of the most prominent

Indian media educators. He is also an

accomplished author. Prof. Chatterjee has

made immense contribution to the field of

fiction writing with a significant number of

novels publications, short story collections

and newspaper columns. He is the author

of the book ‘History of Journalism in

Odisha’, which is the first major

publication on the history of journalism in

Odisha. The book explains the state of

journalism in Odisha from its beginning in

the mid 19th century till mid-2013.

The real world is complex.

Phenomena are complex.

One simply cannot

understand it through one

lens. A basic understanding

and rounded, holistic

perception is the key.
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n the Hollywood movie ‘The Post’ (2017)

directed by Steven Spielberg, which

dealt with the grim topic of the

Pentagon Papers and the Vietnam War,

there’s a brief scene featuring a little girl

manning a lemonade stand to whom a

serious man in a suit asks, “What kind of

lemonade you have there?”

The girl, Marina, daughter of The

Washington Post editor Ben Bradlee,

played by Tom Hanks in the movie, curtly

replies, “Uh, it’s the one with the lemons in

it.”

The lemonade stand (think Peanuts comic

strip) is a recurring imagery in the popular

culture of the United States of America,

where cute kids come up with their own

lemonade stands and sell lemonade at

prices that evokes funny responses from

passersby.

These kids, mostly unsupervised by adults,

embody the spirit of freedom and

entrepreneurship, which is widely

celebrated as the ‘American Spirit’ that

gave birth to the Ford car and the Silicon

Valley.

In our country, we are accustomed to the

imagery of poor slum kids selling the

national flag at the traffic signal –

embodiment of exploitation, lost

childhood and a glaring class divide.

Teaching kids set up a lemonade stand

Seasoned journalist 

Sumit Moitra pens an

intriguing piece on

making kids smart and

productive.

The Lemonade Project:

Making Kids Smart and

Optimistic

19
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embeds a spirit of

enquiry and an

understanding of how

the world works in the

evolving minds of the

children giving them the

requisite skills to face the

world with all its warts

and beauty.

The sign – Lemonade for

50 cents – in the Peanuts

comic strip always

intrigued me. While

children in India were

struggling to remember

dates from the history

book or names of clouds

from the geography

books, were these kids in

these American comic

strips turning smart

enough to calculate the

selling price of a glass of

lemonade so that they

can make a tidy profit?

In their book, ‘The

Lemonade Stand’, Ara

Bagdasarian and Nick

Gustavsson say, “Taking

action and making

things happen is not only

fun as a kid, it’s also vital

as an adult. However, for

most would-be

entrepreneurs, that fear

of failure is so strong that

it prevents people from

even trying to start a

business. What we need

to do is stay childlike in a

The next festive

season, let your

kids open a

snack-food

stand (preferably

prepared at

home in a

healthy way) or

encourage them

to make some

simple

handicraft utility

stuff or trinkets.
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way that allows us to see

the future as ‘what can

be’ not just ‘what is’. It is

about possibility.”

The world consists of two

groups of people – the

consumers and the

creators.

We all had read stories of

how many industrialists

got richer during the

Covid-19 pandemic

while many lost their jobs

and livelihood. Yet, we

hardly bothered about

the real lesson – how

people identified

opportunities even in the

pandemic and turned

them into successful

ventures.

It wasn’t only people

with cash to burn in risky

businesses – think of all

those people in rural

areas, who started

sewing masks out of

cheap cotton clothes, or

PPE kits from plastic

sheets. Or think about

those who made

homemade sanitizers

and generated good

money.

These products might not

stand some stringent test

of quality but did provide

a sense of security and a

chance to the people to

go out and face the

In our country,

we are

accustomed with

the imagery of

poor slum kids

selling the

national flag at

the traffic signal

– embodiment of

exploitation, lost

childhood and a

glaring class

divide.
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world.

They are the optimists imagining a better

world for themselves well as for others.

The rest saw this pandemic only as a

threat to lives and livelihood, a nightmare

that will go away when they wake up.

As the saying goes, “Make lemonade

when life gives you a lemon.”

It’s the attitude of the optimist, and

making and selling lemonades make

children optimist thinkers, say Laura Colker

and Derry Koralek in their book ‘Making

Lemonade: Teaching Young Children to

Think Optimistically’.

They wrote in their book, “Educators have

shown that children as young as two and

a half to three years of age can learn to

Times of festivities are not

just times to splurge or

spend, they are opportunities

to understand how the world

works, understand the power

of optimism, our needs and

desires, and, most important

of all, the sweet feeling of

small successes.
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be optimist thinkers. And, once learned,

optimism makes a permanent, positive

difference in a person’s life. A child who

thinks optimistically is positioned to reap

the myriad benefits associated with an

optimistic approach to life – beginning

with doing better at school at all levels.”

The next festive season, let your kids open

a snack-food stand (preferably prepared

at home in a healthy way) or encourage

them to make some simple handicraft

utility stuff or trinkets.

Don’t worry if they can’t sell the whole or

any of it; they can always distribute them

for free among their friends and relatives

and spread happiness in the process.

But they will learn a vital lesson in life,

We all had read stories of how

many industrialists got richer

during the Covid-19 pandemic

while many lost their jobs and

livelihood. Yet, we hardly

bothered about the real lesson

– how people identified

opportunities even in the

pandemic and turned them

into successful ventures.
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times of festivities are not just times to

splurge or spend, they are opportunities to

understand how the world works,

understand the power of optimism, our

needs and desires, and, most important of

all, the sweet feeling of small successes.

Let’s make some lemonade!

Author’s Introduction: Having spent over

two decades in journalism, working for

organisations like Hindustan Times, The

Indian Express, Network18 and Zee Group,

Sumit Moitra is now in charge of

publishing two monthly industry

magazines as Associate Editor at the data

and intelligence division of a Tata Group

company. With keen interest in deep

learning pedagogy, Sumit has been

conducting sessions on critical thinking for

students of Global Providence Academy.

He also takes occasional induction

sessions for students of Bachelor of

Business Administration program of

Institute of Engineering and Management,

where he sits on its Board of Studies. His

interest in the future of technology and its

impact on ethics, morality and behaviour

has been recognised by MIT Technology

Review, the definitive publication on

technology by Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, which has inducted him in

their Global Panel of Thought Leaders,

Innovators and Executives. Sumit is also a

graphic story creator and illustrator.

The lemonade stand (think

Peanuts comic strip) is a

recurring imagery in the

popular culture of the United

States of America, where

cute kids come up with their

own lemonade stands and

sell lemonade at prices that

evokes funny responses from

passersby.
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Definition and Meaning

T
he word mentor originates from

Homer’s famous poem, The Odyssey.

Mentor was an extremely wise man,

who supported and guided Telemachus

on the search for his father, Odysseus. In

Greek, mentor literally means “to endure”

– to last through the ages. In modern

English, it is “a trusted counsellor or

guide.” The meaning is tremendously

poignant, as anyone epitomizing this

definition immeasurably and profoundly

affects the life of the mentee. 

What is Mentoring?

The process of becoming a medical

professional involves much more than

textbook learning and classroom

teaching. Mentoring is a crucial and a

very important part of medical training

and education. Mentoring is a

relationship between a more

Renowned Kolkata-

based physician Dr.

Tanmoy Das writes on

the immense importance

of mentoring in the

medical profession.

Understanding Mentorship

the Medical Way
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experienced person (mentor) and a less

experienced one (mentee).

The mentor-mentee relationship is based

on mutual trust, respect, and a willingness

to learn and share. The central point is

encouragement, constructive comments,

and openness. The mentor encourages

the mentee to reach her/ his full potential

by sharing knowledge and experience,

and provides emotional support and

encouragement.

What Is the Mentor’s Role?

The Mentor is a role-model, motivator and

counsellor who helps the student in the

following ways:

Be a source of information and

assistance to help new students settle in.

Help first year students feel a sense of

belonging to the institution.

Contribute to developing an excellent

supportive environment.

Be a positive role model.

Recognize and respond to feelings of

anxiety or isolation among new students.

Understanding the institution’s culture

and the medical course.

Becoming familiar with campus life and

its support services.

The mentor-mentee duo

assess the value of

partnership, identify areas of

growth and learning and

celebrate achievement of

learning outcomes. Often

such relationships continue

lifelong.
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Communicating and socializing with

staff and peers.

Becoming informed about

administrative procedures. 

Transitioning to new methods of learning

and working. 

Setting goals: short term goals for

learning and long-term goals for career

purposes.

Transferring knowledge in skills relating to

communication, critical thinking,

responsibility, flexibility, and teamwork,

that cannot be learned from books.

Pointing out strengths and areas for

development.

Answering any question, even those

pertaining to personal matters.

Supporting the student even after

studies are completed.

What Makes a Good Mentor? 

Effective mentoring is multidimensional.

There is no single formula; every mentor

uses a combination of professional

expertise and personal style to mentor

students.

Generally speaking, a good mentor has

the following skills:

Enjoys helping others.

Is available and willing to spend time

with the students.

Mentorship in medical

education is a useful addition

to integrate within clinical

placements to help improve

the satisfaction of training and

to help prepare students for

future clinical practice. 
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Is open-minded and flexible, has good

communications skills, asks appropriate

questions, listens actively and with

empathy and gives feedback with clarity

and sensitivity.

Provides encouragement and support,

which enables the mentee to express

feelings and consider options.

How Does Mentoring Benefit the Student?

Mentoring, more than teaching, helps

students to be successful. The mentor can

enhance the mentee’s sense of

confidence and increase his or her self-

esteem by showing genuine interest in the

mentee’s development. The student

understands her/ his role in the

organization, gets advice, help and

encouragement, and finds opportunities

for networking.

How Does Mentoring Benefit the Mentor? 

The mentor develops leadership and

communication skills, shares experiences

and knowledge, and discovers the

students’ point of view. Mentors

experience greater productivity, career

satisfaction, and personal gratification. In

addition, medical teachers mentor and

develop valuable skills that help shape

the professionalism of future doctors.

How Does Mentoring Benefit the

Department or Institution?

Having mentoring relationships in place

stimulates the workplace making it more

effective. There is better communication,

networking and sharing of values. The

process generates positive supporters,

who can promote mentoring to other

employees/ students. All in all, mentoring

is an opportunity for faculty members and

senior students to ‘pay back’ to the

institution by making the workplace

vibrant and contributory. In some

instances, mentoring identifies qualified

potential candidates who may fulfil future

recruitment needs of the institution.

Online or e-mentoring is also

practiced as it has flexibility, but

both parties must be motivated

and committed towards a

common goal.
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Mentoring for medical students is an

important career advancement tool. It

has been shown to help young medicos

choose their future area of specialisation.

There is evidence to suggest that

mentoring is more effective when the

mentor is closer to the level of the mentee

and not someone, who is higher up in the

organisational hierarchy. The more senior

mentors have less time to spend with their

mentees, which may affect the student’s

learning opportunities, motivation and

satisfaction with the programme.

Mentoring plays an important role in the

development of professionalism and

personal growth and to ensure well-being

of students. This cannot be obtained from

clinical supervision alone, especially if the

clinical supervisor is very senior in their

post. These are clearly distinct roles; an

educational or clinical supervisor focuses

on education planning and goal setting

against required training elements (which

will involve assessment of performance),

whereas a mentor encourages personal

development and offers psychological

support in a longitudinal relationship.

Students generally feel more comfortable

to approach their mentors for personal

and pastoral support and they spend

more time and develop relationships with

their mentors.

The transition from a medical student to a

junior doctor is an important period of

change, dealing with new responsibilities,

uncertainties and working in

multidisciplinary teams, which can be

associated with high levels of stress and

burnout. Research has demonstrated that

educational interventions are needed to

address particular areas of

unpreparedness, including

multidisciplinary team working, prescribing

and clinical reasoning. Although there

have been some attempts to address

preparedness to work as a junior doctor,

such as a period of shadowing for final-

year medical students prior to them

Having mentoring

relationships in place

stimulates the workplace

making it more effective. There

is better communication,

networking and sharing of

values.
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starting their foundation year on

jobs, there remains a need for earlier

exposure to clinical environments and

opportunities where the student can ‘act

up’ as a junior doctor. 

Mentorship can be a useful addition to

integrate within clinical placements to

help improve the satisfaction of training

and to help prepare students for future

clinical practices. Besides its value in

facilitating the development of the

requisite clinical knowledge and skills, it

can be even more useful in the

acquisition of important professional skills

such as communication and interpersonal

skills, prioritising clinical workload and

working within multidisciplinary team

structures. These are invaluable skills vital

to the practice of clinical medicine, and

mentoring facilitates that transition from

today’s medical students to tomorrow’s

doctors. Mentor training  improves the

consistency of mentoring practices and

thus student experiences

Mentorship provides a mentee with

greater clarity on strategies for self-

improvement, helps them set their goals,

make informed career choices, and get

an opportunity to join new networks to

expand their resource base. It also

benefits the mentor by ensuring that they

remain updated, develop relationships

with their mentees and increase theirs as

well as the organizational credibility.

Phases of Mentorship

There are four phases of mentorship:

Phase 1 is the preparatory phase focusing

on growth. During this period, mentees

define their short/ long-term development

objectives, evaluate their capabilities,

and understand their aspirations. With

their goal in mind, ideally, a mentee

selects a mentor, but

most often the

mentor is

allotted

by the 

The mentor-mentee

relationship is based on

mutual trust, respect, and a

willingness to learn and

share. The central point is

encouragement, constructive

comments, and openness.
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institution. A mentor should have 

sufficient experience, respect within the

institution along with maturity. Sensitivity

has to be retained for gender and cultural

diversity. 

Phase 2 is the negotiating phase where

there is rapport building

between

the mentee

and the mentor.

After being allotted or

having selected a mentor, the mentee

and the mentor formally meet, get

introduced and begin the process of

breaking the ice. At this stage, both are

uncertain about the future but since they

have made an informed choice to enter

into this relationship, their attitude is

usually positive. However, the option of

changing the mentor must always be

given. Relationship building should not

only revolve around career, education,

knowledge and skills but also on personal

hobbies, friends and family. To be

effective, the mentor must explore the

value base of the mentee and their goals

in life. 

In Phase 3, there is an enabling of growth,

where a formal structure is given with a

discussion on the expected outcomes of

the mentorship relationship and

programme. This phase is often called the

contracting phase. The

mentor-mentee can also

define areas to be

left out of

such

discussions. The

most important part is

building mutual trust and

ensuring confidentiality. They may also

develop a checklist to document their

progress and whether they are moving on

the desired path for mutual benefit.

Meetings must be scheduled at least

once a month. Based on the basic

principles of ethics, they must ensure that

no harm is done to either party. 

Phase 4 is coming to a closure. The

mentor-mentee duo assess the value of

partnership, identify areas of growth and

learning and celebrate achievement of

learning outcomes. Often such

relationships continue lifelong.

Types of Mentoring

There are various types of mentoring – the

most common being one-to-one

mentorship.  Even though this ensures

individual attention, it is time-consuming.

There could be group mentoring,

especially where there is a time and

resource constraint. Openness, in group

mentoring has the potential of greater

benefit as collective knowledge is better

than that of any one individual. One form
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of group mentoring is team mentoring,

which can be used for a targeted

programme, as in sports. Peer mentoring

can be practised by students and junior

faculty members through one-to-one or

informal group process.

Online or e-mentoring is also practiced as

it has flexibility, but both parties must be

motivated and committed towards a

common goal. An example of this is the

programs run as Foundation for

Advancement of International Medical

Education and Research (FAIMER)

through various institutions globally, as

well as in India.

Conclusion

Mentorship in medical education is a

useful addition to integrate within clinical

placements to help improve the

satisfaction of training and to help

prepare students for future clinical

practice. Besides its value in facilitating

the development of the requisite clinical

knowledge and skills, it is even more useful

in the acquisition of important professional

skills such as communication and

interpersonal skills, prioritising clinical

workload and working within

multidisciplinary team structures. These

are invaluable skills vital to the practice of

clinical medicine, and mentoring may

facilitate that transition from today’s

medical students to tomorrow’s doctors.

Author’s Introduction: Dr. Tanmoy Das is

presently the Senior Consultant and Head

at the Department of Anesthesiology,

Perioperative Medicine & Pain under

Apollo Multispeciality Hospitals in Kolkata.

He has been holding the position since

2003. He is also the President of

International Trauma Care (Indian

Chapter). He also has active interest in

wildlife photography.

The process of becoming a

medical professional involves

much more than textbook

learning and classroom

teaching.  Mentoring is a

crucial and very important

part of medical training and

education.
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Introduction

I
am taking this opportunity to

propagate some thoughts and ideas on

the topic given in the headline. I am

driving the HR car on the corporate

highway for the last 30 years and have

experienced many ups and downs – even

worldwide recession – and observed how

it affects the domestic and global

markets.

Business Challenges and Opportunities

during the Covid-19 Time

Covid-19 has drastically changed the

global economic landscape. It does not

matter as to which sector or industry has

suffered and to what extent. From the

damage or loss assessment perspective,

small manufacturing, real estate and

hotel and tourism sectors has suffered

extensive losses and faced stiffer

challenges across the country.

Sometimes, adversity can also create a

great opportunity. If we look at the global

economic history, we can see that the

period after World War II was a golden

age of worldwide economic expansion

and rapid industrialization. The United

Managing Business by

Changing the Gear: Need of

the Hour

Senior HR professional

Suvajit Choudhury

deliberates on the

changing paradigms in

global corporate

functioning.
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States of America, Soviet

Union (Russia), Western

European and East Asian

Countries experienced

high growth and

sustainability together

with creation of huge

employment

opportunities of the

skilled workforce.

Even the countries

relatively less affected

experienced

considerable economic

growth. We are even

hopeful that the New

Normal Era will create

good opportunities for

the organizations and

people.

Current Business

Environment

Prior to Covid-19, most of

the business leaders

were considering

Workforce

Management,

Production

Management, Cash Flow

Management and Sales

Performance

Management as

critically important

factors of their business

success. The pandemic

situation suddenly

opened their eyes and

forced them to

reengineer business

processes and reinforce

contemporary

management thoughts

and practices. As a

result, business leaders

started prioritizing: (1)

employee development,

(2) customer value

creation, (3) enterprise

agility, (4) digital

transformation, (5)

artificial intelligence, (6)

machine learning, (7)

augmented learning

and (8) inculcating

various scientific tools

and techniques to set

back their businesses

Today’s Business

Demand

Employee Development

Sometimes,

adversity can

also create a

great

opportunity. If

we look at the

global economic

history, we can

see that the

period after

World War II

was a golden

age of worldwide

economic

expansion and

rapid

industrialization.
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is not a new thing. It is

simply an old wine in a

new bottle.  In today’s

cut-throat competition,

business leaders have

changed their mindsets

and driving style to

achieve sustainable

growth in the coming

days. Leaders are now

prioritizing more on

employee development

and therefore are

focussing on re-skilling

and upskilling

programmes with a view

to re-utilizing internal

resources. In view of this,

automatically HR

paradigm has been

shifted from less function-

base to more

strategic-base.

The Twin Concepts of Re-

Skilling and Up-Skilling

Re-skilling means

learning new things and

enhancing technical

knowledge to adopt

oneself in the changing

process. Business leaders

are allocating additional

funds for re-skilling of the

employees to face

upcoming challenges

upon mutual

understanding in a win-

win equation. On the

other hand, up-skilling

means upgradation of

skills and knowledge in a

particular domain.

In both the ways, the

company can find more

competent and ready

resources, who are

already working in the

organization and familiar

with corporate culture,

values, ethics and its

vision without investing

additional money and

time for sourcing and

hiring talents from the

open market. From the

employee point of view,

re-skilling and up-skilling

both empower and

enrich an employee

professionally, make

them technically sound

From the

damage or loss

assessment

perspective,

small

manufacturing,

real estate and

hotel and

tourism sectors

has suffered

extensive losses

and faced stiffer

challenges

across the

country.
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and fit for doing multiple tasks. Obviously,

it gives positive impact on their pay

package

Demand and Supply Gaps

It is imperative to say that in the New
Normal, huge gaps have been created
between the demand and supply of
skilled manpower. However, it is also
important to mention that the
Government of India has launched
various skill development programmes
under the ‘Make in India’ mission to
become Atmanirbhar. Notwithstanding,
the supply of skilled workforce is far below
the demand line and not even near the
breakeven point. Under this situation,
organizations are focusing on developing
own resources and providing learning
opportunities to retain talents. My
personal experience is that there are
various companies that are forcing
changes in the organization’s culture and
policies to accommodate talents and
create a feel-good and healthy work
environment. Overall, the company does
everything to share a positive employee
experience with task groups to rejuvenate
their businesses.

Conclusion

As we are navigating our way out in the
post-pandemic world, and more
importantly moving into the digitalized
work culture, organizations need to
change existing culture and mindset.
Today’s businesses are more technology-
driven and bringing changes rapidly. 
Recently, Amazon announced that the
company would invest $700 million dollar
in the next couple of years for re-skilling
and up-skilling programmes for 1,00,000
workers to move into digitalization and
upgradation of technology. Indian
conglomerates are spending money on
up-skilling and re-skilling internal teams.
New emerging technologies like Artificial
Intelligence, Machine Learning and Data
Analysis are now advanced enough to

shift entire job role and adapt to new task
and challenges to bring value 

By adopting this model, employers are

boosting the employee’s morale and

making them excited about future

opportunities, job enlargement and job

enrichment. It is proven that when

employees feel confident about their job,

they will contribute in a larger scale and

pump out additional profit.

Recently, the IBM Institute of Business

Management & Research conducted a

survey on 500 companies worldwide and

arrived at the conclusion that within the

next two to three years, there will be a

huge prioritizing of shifting business

models, which will create mass

employment opportunities for skilled and

educated people.

The survey also reveals the following facts: 

52 per cent organizations will cover up

re-skilling and up-skilling.

87 per cent organizations will emphasise

on customer retention model.

83 per cent organizations will

emphasize on the enterprise agility model.

67 per cent organizations will

emphasize on digital transformation tools.

3572 per cent organizations will

emphasize on artificial intelligence.

Therefore, good opportunities are coming

and with gusto.

Hence, Set Up Your Mind – Navigate your

Destination – Fill the Tank – Tighten Your

Seat Belt – Take off Safely and Enjoy the

Journey...

Author’s Introduction: Suvajit Choudhury is

a senior HR Professional with over 30

years’ experience in reputed brands and

multiple sectors like Tea, Paper, Food

Processing, Engineering (Steel Plant and

Rolling Mills), Construction, Infrastructure

and Real Estate. He has worked with

many Indian conglomerates from family-

owned business to MNCs and drove many

businesses transformations and

accomplished multiple assignments.
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T
oday, many professionals – and not

just those working in the IT sector – are

dedicated to remaining tech-fluent

and staying on top of the latest

innovations. However, companies

planning to build an augmented

workforce cannot assume that workers

will be sufficiently fluent to adapt quickly

to new technologies and roles.

Developing innovative ways of learning

and institutionalizing training opportunities

can help workers contribute substantively,

creatively, and consistently to

transformational efforts, no matter their

roles. This may be particularly important

for HR employees, who will be designing

jobs for augmented environments. 

As workforces evolve to include

mechanical talent, HR and IT may have

to develop entirely new approaches for

managing these workers – and the real

risk of automating bad or inaccurate

processes. For example, machine learning

tools might begin delivering inaccurate

outcomes, or AI algorithms could start

Academic and

administrator Dr. Indranil

Bose writes an incisive

piece on the adoption of

no-collar workforce.

No-Collar Workforce

Adoptions: Boon or Bane?
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performing tasks that add no value. In

these scenarios, HR will “manage”

automated workers by designing

governance and control capabilities into

them. Meanwhile, HR will continue its

traditional role of recruiting, training, and

managing human workers, though its

approach may need to be tailored to

address potential issues that could arise

from augmentation. For example,

augmented workers will likely need

technology – and role-specific training in

order to upskill, cross-train, and meet the

evolving demands of augmented roles.

Likewise, to accurately gauge their

performance, HR – working with IT and

various team leaders – may have to

create new metrics that factor in the

degree to which augmentation reorients

an individual’s role and affects her

productivity. 

Just as the no-collar trend may disrupt IT,

finance, and customer services, so too

could it disrupt HR organizations, their

talent models, and the way they work.

Some HR organizations are already

playing leading roles in enterprise digital

transformation. Likewise, many are

Developing innovative ways

of learning and

institutionalizing training

opportunities can help

workers contribute

substantively, creatively, and

consistently to

transformational efforts, no

matter their roles.
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developing new approaches for

recruiting digital talent, and are

deploying apps and a variety of digital

tools to engage, train, and support

employees. But in terms of processes and

tools, the opportunities that AI, cognitive,

and robotics offer make HR’s digitization

efforts to date seem quaint. In the near

future, HR will likely begin redesigning its

own processes around virtual agents,

bots, and other tools that can answer

questions, execute transactions, and

provide training, among many other tasks

traditionally performed by human

workers.

However, the impact of automation has

already been noticed many folds in HR

domains. These are visibly effective in the

cultural, cyber, legal and regulatory

spaces. These implications have been

identified as ‘inevitable risks’ of

automation on the no-collar workforce

management domains. Cultural

implications can be described in the

areas of new ways of working. This has

already affected how the workforce

interacts and engages with non-human

elements of organisations.

It’s not uncommon for employees to

communicate with their teammates solely

With the advancement in

artificial intelligence,

cognitive technologies, and

robotics; time-honored

assumptions about jobs,

careers, the role of

technology in the workplace,

have emerged as essential

predisposition.  
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via email, social collaboration

applications, or instant message, with

unclear impacts on creative

collaboration. This can be further

complicated when teammates are bots,

a development that could stymie

knowledge sharing. For example, a cyber-

professional’s job includes collaborating

with peers to build knowledge of attack

mechanisms and to develop creative

solutions. When automation replaces

those functions, there may be less

opportunity for interactive collaboration,

which could affect the team’s

effectiveness. 

However, with the training of people and

ongoing training and calibration of the

machines, the two working together can

help effectively execute a broader cyber

strategy. Additionally, teams augmented

with robotic process automation could

experience friction derived from the

dynamic of mission-based humans versus

rules-based bots. When humans perform a

cybersecurity-related task, they can apply

a sense of mission as well as judgment in

executing their task, make exceptions

when necessary, and change course

quickly to react to immediate threats. At

the same time, robots can help mitigate

cyber risk by automating control activities

to facilitate reliability, consistency, and

effectiveness. 

Robotic process automation capabilities

can enable cyber automation, such as

processing vast threat intelligence

sources. But robots themselves could be

targets in an attack, exposing sensitive

employee and customer data that could

damage a company’s reputation.

Protecting robot workers, IoT devices,

applications, and networks – whether on-

Just as the no-collar trend

may disrupt IT, finance, and

customer services, so too

could it disrupt HR

organizations, their talent

models, and the way they

work. Some HR organizations

are already playing leading

roles in enterprise digital

transformation.
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premises or in far-flung virtual offices –

becomes paramount. Controls should be

built in from the start, and then

continuously monitored, tested, and

adapted to new challenges as they

emerge. Legal and regulatory issues have

also emerged with the growing

applications of AI and robotics based

automation. Privacy issues, for example

data security, has emerged as major

concern. Workplace robots collecting

and processing data through sensors,

devices, cameras, and even

microphones could inadvertently collect

workers’ personal data, which may

violate privacy laws in some countries.

Additionally, robots performing tasks in

highly regulated industries, such as

finance, could prove liabilities if a network

outage or equipment failure results in a

breakdown of automated oversight

functions. Finally, labour laws could

evolve around as-yet-unanticipated issues

as human workers increasingly

collaborate with their robot counterparts.

In spite of all these, the no-collar

workforce can help enhance

cybersecurity planning and response and

could improve overall risk management.

Automation of functions such as threat

intelligence, security application

monitoring, and privilege management

may result in greater consistency,

reliability, and coverage. Deloitte Analysis

(2021) has clearly shown different impact

intensity of no-collar work-force

orientations across globe. The study has

used relevance (R)-timeliness (T)-readiness

(R) model to evaluate the global

tendencies of robotics-based workplace

automation in industries. The study has

shown that relevance-wise robotics

Robotic process automation

capabilities can enable cyber

automation, such as

processing vast threat

intelligence sources. But

robots themselves could be

targets in an attack, exposing

sensitive employee and

customer data that could

damage a company’s

reputation.
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based automation has been accepted

really well, though timeliness wise and

readiness wise many gaps are still visible.

Therefore, it can be commented that with

the advancement in artificial intelligence,

cognitive technologies, and robotics;

time-honored assumptions about jobs,

careers, the role of technology in the

workplace, have emerged as essential

predisposition.  At the same time, the no-

collar trend has proved to offer the

organizations the opportunity to

reimagine an entirely new organizational

model in which humans and machines

become co-workers, complementing and

enhancing the other’s efforts in a unified

digital workforce.

Author’s Introduction: Dr. Indranil Bose, a

Ph.D. in management and a fellow of the

prestigious Higher Education Academy,

UK (FHEA)  is a seasoned academician,

academic administrator, researcher,

research reviewer, international speaker

and educator in the areas of workforce

modelling, HR analytics, informal sector

employment, technology enablement of

HR practices, teaching and learning etc.
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advisory panel of the Harvard Business
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Deloitte Analysis (2021) has

clearly shown different impact

intensity of no-collar work-

force orientations across

globe. The study has used

relevance (R)-timeliness (T)-

readiness (R) model to

evaluate the global tendencies

of robotics-based workplace

automation in industries.
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In a free enterprise, the community is not

just another stakeholder, but is in fact the

very purpose of its existence. – JN Tata.

Introduction 

T
he above quote by the Tata Group

founder is the bedrock for establishing

an organisation or an institution that

will stand the test of time. Short-term vision

Noted author, communicator

and educator 

Prof. (Dr.) Mahul Brahma

writes on the essential

culture that builds a

futuristic educational

institution. 

Purpose, Idea and Empathy:

Building Blocks of a

Future-Proof Institution
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with business-centricity will surely take an

institution or organisation forward.

However, without a well-defined greater

purpose, a strong idea and empathy, the

journey is bound to be short-lived. It is the

sheer commitment towards the

stakeholders that ensures a future-proof

institution or organisation.    

The education system has undergone

great changes over time from the days of

the Gurukul system to the present day

regime of non-institutionalised degrees

and so have the students, who constitute

the soul of the system. In the race against

time, institutions are withstanding a huge

competitive ecosystem, resulting in the

temptation to look at immediate short-

term business-centric goals, putting a

constant pressure to keep aside the

greater purpose, the raison d’être of the

institution. 

Even though the systems have changed,

it is important to understand as to what is

the system and who all form the system.

The system is made up of you and me – it

is made of people. Empathy is a virtue,

which connects these emotions and

thereby acts as the building block of

human relations. Thus, notwithstanding

the challenges, being human or being

empathetic is the tool that establishes the

true neural connect with the stakeholders

that stand the test of time.  

We all shall agree that ideas are

bulletproof, and they are also time-proof.

So, any institution or organisation that

aspires to survive has to have an idea-

centric culture. Yes, idea-centricity is a

culture that an institution needs to hone

over decades or even centuries of its

existence. Otherwise, it is bound to fail. 

Purpose-Driven Institution

For any institution, to have a greater

purpose is the prime factor. Since the

outbreak of the pandemic, the entire

system of education has seen a massive

The education system has

undergone a great change

over time from the days of

the Gurukul system to the

present day regime of non-

institutionalised degrees and

so have the students, who

constitute the soul of these

education systems.
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change both in terms of the system as

well as the execution of the courses

conducted through the online mode.

Now, these unpredictable changes can

affect any institution if these changes are

not aligned with their purpose and their

goals, both long as well as short-term

ones.

It is undeniable that business sustainability

has to remain a key goal for any

organisation or institution. Thus strategic

objective will surely be defined in line with

business development. However, the

mission has to clearly define the greater

purpose and that should be a shared

vision of every stakeholder of the

institution or organisation. The

commitment towards the community,

especially towards students should remain

at the centre of every strategic plan.

Institutions are creators of the future and

this responsibility is never an easy one.

Thus, even in the most challenging of

times, the greater purpose should remain

the cornerstone.    

True sustainability lies in greater purpose

and commitment. 

Idea and the Larger Goal 

It is said that a leader is only successful

only when he or she has a clear idea

about the goal or the purpose driving the
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major systems. In the same way for any

organisation or institution, there should be

a clear idea defining the vision and

thereby adding up to their purpose of

existence. An institution not only plays the

role of a leader but it also shapes up the

mind of future leaders who contribute

towards the society at large. Ideally, an

institution should not only teach the

students but it should make them think

critically. It should encourage students to

even think out of the box so that they can

be ready to face unexpected challenges

in the future. The future of a nation

depends on the quality of the thought

processes that the students have and the

clarity in decision-making reflected

Purpose, idea and

empathy – the trio that

creates futuristic institutions,

need to be integrated into the

culture so that all the

stakeholders never lose sight

of it, even in the most

challenging of times.
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through their thoughts. Hence, a futuristic

organisation should count on the ideas

they have invested in nurturing and

mentoring the students and not just focus

on the bottom line. 

Idea-centricity is a culture that needs to

be honed over decades. An ecosystem

needs to be created where ideas and

intellectual capital drive institutions.  

Connecting with innovative minds is the

key in the present day learning

environment, where a hybrid mode of

education is being taken up in different

parts of the world. These days, the

students prefer the hybrid mode of

education, where they can pursue a

certified course while continuing their jobs

It is undeniable that business

sustainability has to remain a

key goal for any organisation or

institution. Thus strategic

objective will surely be defined

in line with business

development. However, the

mission has to clearly define the

greater purpose and that should

be a shared vision of every

stakeholder of the institution or

organisation.
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or businesses. On the other hand, there

are students, who focus entirely in

curriculum and are enthusiastic about

research. Hence, an institution has to be

an idea-focused ecosystem.  

Empathy 

There is a sea of difference between the
words “empathy” and “sympathy”,
especially when associated with
leadership. While sympathy is merely
associated with feeling sorry for a person,
empathy is associated with the ability to
understand how the other person is
feeling or experiencing and then taking
action on it. 
The human factor is the greatest strength
of an organization or an institution.
Empathy is the tool that helps make this
bond time-proof. An institution becomes
great and future-proof when it has a
heart and can establish a connect with its
greatest asset – human capital.  
Establishing empathy, a neural-connect
with all its stakeholders is the prime
responsibility of a leader. Thus in every

leadership communication while there
should be a clear message reminding of a
greater purpose as well as idea-centricity,
it should also have a tenor that exudes
empathy. Empathy creates the true
ownership of every stakeholder that
generates a shared vision towards
building a great institution.  
The power to listen to every perspective is
an inevitable step towards long-term
sustainability of any institution. 

Conclusion

Purpose, idea and empathy – the trio that

creates futuristic institutions, need to be

integrated into the culture so that all the

stakeholders never lose sight of it, even in

the most challenging of times. Leadership

communication plays a pivotal role in

establishing such a culture. 

It is popularly said, “Students learn from

their elders” and while they are in an

institution, they will learn from its culture.

With a goal towards long-term

sustainability, an institution should have an

inclusive culture, where all practices are

driven by purpose, idea and empathy. 

The journey from good to great, from

surviving the present to being time-proof is

never easy…but it is the voyage towards

building the future! 
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Brahma is a Professor and Dean of School

of Media and Communication, Adamas
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For any institution, to have a

greater purpose is the prime

factor. Since the outbreak of

the pandemic, the entire

system of education has

seen a massive change both

in terms of the system as

well as the execution of the

courses conducted through

online mode.



Video Games – The Way We Know It

V
ideo gaming is one of the most

sought-after mediums for

entertainment and is enjoyed by

billions of people worldwide. The gaming

industry has grown significantly in the last

century with several game genres being

introduced in the last few decades.

Despite being criticized for its addictive

and seemingly ‘unproductive’ nature for

young adults, gaming still continues to be

popular among the youths. 

Video gaming is a well-known

recreational activity among people of all

age groups and continues to draw

engagement with evolving technology.

The very ability of a video game to draw

the interest and attention of young

children paved the way for the

development of gamification. Several e-

learning firms started experimenting with

the idea of gamification, which enjoyed

peak interest in the early 2000s and still

continues to do so with ed-tech

companies now investing heavily into

animation and gamification. 

History of Gaming

India is becoming the next international

player in the overall domain of video

game development with many game

Gamer and academic

Rajat Bandopadhyay

writes an engaging piece

on ensuring learning

through gaming.

Tap to Play: Video Gaming in

Smart Learning
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studios entering the market every year.

Gamification of content has attracted

many education firms to experiment with

gaming technology for its application in

smart learning. Some of the big

companies include renowned

organisations like BBC, Cognizant, SKIDOS

and BYJU’S.  

Arguably, gamification can find its roots in

history when traditional games were used

in training. An example of Chaturanga, a

precursor to chess was used to train

young men in battle strategy. In 1902, the

Landlord’s Game, a precursor to

Monopoly, was created to educate

about the ill effects of capitalism. Thus, it

can be concluded that gamification was

applied in effective learning throughout

history. Modern video games have come

a long way and have the ability to tell

stories by enabling a learner to

experience the story first-hand. Playing is

an innate human desire, which is further

powered by motivation and rewards. 

Commercial games are built with the

concept of reward, motivation and

progression enabling user retention and

loyalty to the game brand. This paved the

way for a new genre known as ‘Serious

As per statistics, the video

gaming industry overall

contributes more than 90

billion dollars worldwide. In

India, the video gaming

industry has crossed more

than the 1.1-billion-dollar

mark.
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Gaming’, a term that was coined in 1970

by Clark C. Abt. The development of

serious gaming helped in the

development of the concept of skill-

based gaming, where players are tested

based on their quick thinking and

dexterity skills to win a game instead of

mathematical algorithms or winning by

chance of luck, something that is used in

puzzle and riddle solving games today.

Many skill-based games are now applied

in money-making games such as poker

games, and crypto trading games, where

players can make money in real-time or

achieve real-world rewards.

Gaming for Learning

Education and learning have evolved

throughout the last century with

advancements in technology and the

digitization of content. Several institutes

across the world that practiced traditional

methods of learnings switched to blended

and hybrid modes of learning for their

students, a practice that gained a lot of

attention during the pandemic due to the

indefinite lockdown enacted by the

administration. 

Commercial games are built

with the concept of reward,

motivation and progression

enabling user retention and

loyalty to the game brand.

This paved the way for a new

genre known as ‘Serious

Gaming’, a term that was

coined in 1970 by 

Clark C. Abt.
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Pandemic years paved

the way for ed-tech

start-up firms, e-learning

companies, and LMS

companies that started

to introduce competitive

products for both

institutes and learners to

fulfil their diverse learning

needs. This gave rise to

competition among firms

with the most convincing

products designed and

tailor-made for learners

with attractive-looking

user interfaces and

organized content

management and

collaborative systems.

The rise in demand for

smart education

products made way for

more innovative learning

products being

launched in the market

and that has enabled

learners with a

personalized learning

experience with the

integration of

personalized content, AI-

based data analysis, and

machine learning. 

Smart Learning Through

Gaming

Smart learning apps and

software are now

simulation-based and

require scores of

engagement activities to

ensure an elongated

attention span of

learners. Smart learning

involves numerous

engagement activities

such as the application

of instructional design,
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creative play

mechanics, attractive

user interface,

animation, reward

mechanics, player

progression, and other

exciting elements such

as colours and music.

Now, we may arrive at

an important question.

How do games exactly

help in smart learning?

And how can they be

implemented? The

answer is simple. Digital

education can

successfully implement

technologies related to

human-computer

interaction, Artificial

Intelligence, Virtual

Reality, and Augmented

Reality among others to

enrich the learning

experience of a user. In

addition to this,

technologies such as

Augmented Reality and

Virtual Reality can

provide an immersive

and interactive learning

experience. On the other

hand, technologies like

Artificial Intelligence and

Machine Learning can

be incorporated to track

and analyse the data of

the learner in terms of

their progression, playing

behaviour, and

preferences of content.

These data can further

be captured, which can

contribute towards the

big data of every player

and overall to track their

experiences to further

improve learning. 
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Smart learning games can incorporate

community building and socializing

activities, where players can learn

collaboratively in groups or with other

learners online. Learners can share their

progress and developments with each

other and thereby inspire others to

achieve the same. Futuristic learning can

leverage efforts put by the tutor and the

learner and help maintain a balance in

hybrid learning. 

As per statistics, the video gaming

industry overall contributes more than 90

billion dollars worldwide. In India, the

video gaming industry has crossed 

more than the 1.1-billion-dollar mark.

Looking at the way things are 

progressing ahead, gaming is already

being utilized for marketing and

promotions and gamification will possibly

become the trend in post-pandemic

India in sectors of ed-tech, OTT and e-

commerce.
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The Guru-Shishya Parampara has taken a

new avatar in the corporate and

professional world. ‘Reverse Mentoring’ is

the newest buzz. 

Reverse mentoring is a technique which

encourages corporate employees and

other workers to form professional

friendships regardless of seniority and to

exchange skills, knowledge, and

understanding. In practice, this  means a

junior employee mentoring a senior.

Technological improvements, diverse

customer expectations and the need to

build a bridge between employees from

different generations pave the way for

reverse mentoring practices.

Jack Welch, the former CEO of General

Electric, has been credited with inventing

this technique. Today, several industry

majors use this mentoring model as a part

of their employee development plans.

The concept has proved to be beneficial

for mentors, mentees, and the

Seasoned journalist

turned academic Prof.

(Dr.) Mrityunjoy

Chatterjee writes about a

new mentoring

revolution happening in

the corporate sector.

Reverse Mentoring:

Redefining Professional

Training
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implementing organizations. 

History

The process of mentoring is age-old and

has been followed in all spheres of life,

especially in corporates and professional

training. 

The term ‘Mentor’ goes back to ancient

Greece. According to the epic of

Odyssey by Homer, before going into war,

Odysseus, the King of Ithaca, entrusted his

son Telemachus to his reliable and wise

friend Mentor. In the absence of his

father, Telemachus was mentored and

prepared for the future by Mentor. 

As this relationship was repeated over

time, mentoring has had its place in

various fields historically. In the context of

business administration, taking the

informal practices into account,

mentoring has been applied in

organizations for half a century. The initial

efforts were experienced in the United

States of America and mentoring was

described as “an American management

innovation”.

One key difference between mentoring

and teaching is that the information

exchange is more informal, and more

Jack Welch, the former CEO

of General Electric, has been

credited with inventing

Reverse Mentoring. Today,

several industry majors use

this mentoring model as a

part of their employee

development plans.
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two-way than from a teacher to a

student.

Mentor: Traditional Understanding 

As soon as we hear the term ‘mentor’, we

think of a senior, more experienced

person guiding a younger person through

his/ her career journey. This is because

traditional mentoring works this way.

In this article, we shall unpack the

following details, “What is reverse

mentoring?” and the benefits of reverse

mentoring.

What Is Reverse Mentoring?

Also known as ‘upward mentoring’, this

model refers to an initiative that flip-flops

the traditional mentoring relationship.

Here, executives are mentored by

younger employees. The goal is to take

advantage of the fresh perspective of

younger employees and develop

executives’ knowledge on technology,

social media, and current trends.

More and more companies around the

globe are struggling to retain millennial

talent and also with how to stay relevant

to younger consumers. In response to

these challenges, leadership teams of

major companies are implementing

This DIY mentality has

several sociological effects in

organizations – the flattening

of hierarchies, horizontal

communication without

artificial barriers, even

gender equality. This is

extremely necessary in

modern organizations.
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reverse-mentoring programmes. Reverse

mentoring pairs younger employees with

executive team members to mentor them

on various topics of strategic and cultural

relevance. This approach began in the

late 1990s, when GE’s Jack Welch used

reverse mentoring to teach senior

executives about the internet. 

But modern reverse mentoring extends far

beyond just sharing knowledge about

technology. Today’s programmes focus

on how senior executives think about

strategic issues, leadership, and the

mindset with which they approach their

work.

Why Is Reverse Mentoring So Necessary

Now?

The current world situation is similar to

what the general population faced in the

1700s in England and Europe. The previous

occupations of farming and herding were

giving way to factories, industries and

offices. More and more people were

migrating to the cities – knowledge of

farming and seasons and crops was

useless in the new environment.

The handicaps of not being in sync with

the current technology-created

environment are very similar. The senior

personnel are blindly groping around to

do simple tasks that a 16-year-old can do

with easy familiarity. 

It is not just about technology, it is also

about a mentality, the mentality of a

slow-changing farming mind with rapidly

changing city landscapes. There are

many subtle things about an internet

world – open sharing, networking, texts

But modern reverse

mentoring extends far

beyond just sharing

knowledge about technology.

Today’s programmes focus

on how senior executives

think about strategic issues,

leadership, and the mindset

with which they approach

their work.
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instead of phoning, ability to spot spams

and scams, the dangers and pitfalls of

being careless on the internet – that the

older minds cannot grasp so easily, unless

they are ‘immersed’ in it for a period of

time.

One such mentality is DIY (do it yourself).

The older generation cannot easily

conceive of it, they tend to pass on orders

downwards – which ultimately come to a

single 16-year old in the entire office who

knows (say knows MS Excel), and does it

himself/ herself. By doing, he/ she learns

more and more about MS Excel, thus

making himself fitter and fitter for his next

job. The older person, merely passing

orders around and not ‘doing it’ makes

himself (or herself) more and more

redundant in job scenarios.

This DIY mentality has several sociological

effects in organizations – the flattening of

hierarchies, horizontal communication

without artificial barriers, even gender

equality. This is extremely necessary in

modern organizations.

Another mental block is adapting easily

to changing technologies. The new

millennial mind is very comfortable with

migrating from one app to another, one

version to another. Why and how?

Because there are commonalities

between all apps, between versions of

apps. 

Once one knows how to handle a few

typical things, one can easily download

and use utterly unfamiliar things from the

internet. This is a power indeed! It is a

different kind of learning – a learning of

commonalities in navigation paths, even

Another mental block is

adapting easily to changing

technologies. The new

millennial mind is very

comfortable with migrating

from one app to another, 

one version to another. Why

and how? Because there 

are commonalities 

between all apps, between

versions of apps.
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of how softwares are structured internally,

that somehow subtly communicates itself

to the user. Even if the user knows nothing

about the internals of the software.

As if, having gone somewhat deeper 

into the innards of a few machines, one

can simply look at any new machine 

from the outside, and more or less have a

pretty good idea how it works. This is a

kind of empowerment, using the 

power of the internet to make the

individual more effective in tasks, more

flexible to a constantly changing

environment. There are thus important,

almost survival-level benefits of reverse

mentoring.

Reverse Mentoring Benefits

Reverse mentoring helps create a lasting

impact in an organization, and upon all

employees.

It increases the retention of millennials.

Sharing of digital skills.

Reverse mentoring promotes diversity.

Empowers new hires to speak up.

Improves new workers’ critical business

skills.

Increases Retention of Millennials

Millennials are known job hoppers. That’s

why organizations are looking for various

ways to retain them in the workforce.

Many employers are taking advantage of

the benefits of upward mentoring that

provides millennials with the transparency

and recognition they seek.

When a junior employee is given the

responsibility to mentor a senior

employee, they feel:

Engaged with their work as they get to

share their knowledge and skills.

A sense of achievement once their

mentees learn something new from 

them.

Recognized, respected by co-workers.

Employees who feel happy, engaged

and valued at work stick around for

longer.

Mentoring helps employees

feel engaged and creates a

sense of belongingness. As

younger employees are more

likely to be ethnically and

racially diverse, reverse

mentoring can be the best

option to promote diversity in

the workplace.
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Sharing of Digital Skills

According to a report by Pew Research

Center, millennials became the largest

generation. They are the generation that

has seen the technological revolution. As

a result, millennials are highly proficient

users of technology.

On the other hand, in the fast-paced

modern world, keeping up with

technological advancements can be a

bit difficult for senior executives. Learning

about social media, cloud-based

computing, and other modern digital skills

can be overwhelming for them. Even

tech-savvy employees like software

engineers require a lot of reading and

training to stay up to date with new

technologies.

Upward mentoring allows junior

employees to share their digital skills with

senior executives and help them stay up

to date. Not only that, it also helps

executives tackle ageism and increase

their confidence when discussing digital

topics at work.

Reverse Mentoring Promotes Diversity

Despite being diverse, many organizations

fail to cultivate a sense of belonging

among employees. If an employee does

not feel welcome at the workplace, it

takes a big toll on their mental health. This

can lead to lower productivity and higher

turnover.

Mentoring helps employees feel engaged

and creates a sense of belongingness. As

younger employees are more likely to be

ethnically and racially diverse, reverse

mentoring can be the best option to

promote diversity in the workplace.

In 2014, PwC launched a reverse

mentoring programme as a part of its

diversity and inclusion drive. Krystal Allen,

a millennial mentor and manager at PwC

said, “What I enjoyed most is the ability to

share my experience as a woman within

the firm to challenge the partners’ views

and ways of working, in a safe

Upward mentoring allows

junior employees to share

their digital skills with senior

executives and help them

stay up to date. Not only that,

it also helps executives

tackle ageism and 

increase their confidence

when discussing digital

topics at work.
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environment.”

Empowers New Hires to

Speak Up

Most of the time entry-

level employees are

more oriented towards

pleasing their managers

and senior executives

than criticizing current

practices. Organizations

need each individual,

especially entry-level

employees, to be more

collaborative and

fearless to speak up for

the betterment of the

company.

Because in upward

mentoring, junior

employees need to

mentor senior

employees, they get the

chance and power to

speak up. They practice

leadership in a low-risk

environment which helps

them develop their

career as leaders.

Improves Critical

Business Skills

While senior employees

lack in technology

advancement, they

have more business skills

than new workers.

Upward mentoring not

only helps the mentee

learn new technology

and social media trends,

but mentors also gain

Because in

upward

mentoring,

junior

employees

need to

mentor senior

employees,

they get the

chance and

power to

speak up.

They practice

leadership in a

low-risk

environment

which helps

them develop

their career as

leaders.
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deeper understanding of

company culture and

learn critical business skills

from their mentees. They

get to learn inside

information such as how

the company works, the

right terminology to use

when discussing a

business concept, and

what to do and what not

to do. These kinds of skills

are crucial for surviving in

the corporate world and

for career development.

Pitfalls

However, despite the

benefits of the process—

there are certain pitfalls.

Harvard Business Review

says without training only

one third of reverse

mentor-mentee

relationships succeed. 

Listed below are some

common pitfalls of

reverse-mentoring

programme :

Seniors fail to prioritise

the new relationship.

Before long, time slots

given for the process are

cancelled and the

momentum is lost. It is

important that roles and

responsibilities around

who will drive the

sessions are agreed up

front. Executive mentees

also needs to clearly

understand about what

Over the

course of the

programme

discussion

topics dry up

and it turns

into a ‘cosy

chat’. This can

be avoided

when both are

clear about

what they want

to achieve on

a personal and

organisational

level. A definite

roadmap and

timeline need

to be 

chalked out.
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they want to achieve personally from the

process. 

Both parties are worried about saying

the ‘wrong thing’. This prevents them from

being vulnerable enough to learn for

themselves and stops them from

addressing the real ‘issues’. Psychological

safety – an environment where both

parties can say what is on their mind, and

challenge the status quo, without fear of

judgement or reprisal – needs to be

created.

Reverse-mentors are nervous about the

dynamics. Reverse mentors need support

to set personal goals for themselves,

discover how to structure mentoring

sessions and learn what discussion topics

are appropriate. 

Over the course of the programme

discussion topics dry up and it turns into a

‘cosy chat’. This can be avoided when

both are clear about what they want to

achieve on a personal and organisational

level. A definite roadmap and timeline

need to be chalked out.

Often a corollary of point 4, roles revert

to a traditional mentoring relationship

where the more senior party provides

advice and tips on topics such as career

progression. This creates a total discord

and the entire process gets disrupted.
Being aware of the common pitfalls and
implementing training and support to
mitigate the effects can help ensure the
success of the programme. 

Conclusion

If we examine some of the things above,
we notice that reverse-mentoring will
increase several deep seated fears in the
senior population – the fear of
inadequacies being found out, the fear of
learning new things, the fear of
competing without the crutches of one’s
past experience or seniority.
Thus in spite of its immense benefits, not
everyone is ready to be a part of this kind
of mentoring programme. It is hard for the
older generation to take constructive
feedback from junior employees.
Likewise, sometimes younger employees
don’t tend to give advice to managers or
senior executives, especially if they are
new in the organization. 
However, a successful mentoring
programme can be implemented by
approaching these kinds of issues
sensitively. Establishing and assuring a
fear-free environment for mentor and
mentee is perhaps the first step,
something that only high level executives
can ensure. They should also look at a
‘period of transition’ that sets no goals
and expectations from the mentee, no
evaluation based on progress, perhaps
project reverse mentoring as a voluntary
choice instead of a trial period.

Author’s Introduction: Journalist turned

Academic administrator, Dr. Mrityunjoy

Chatterjee has over 35 years of

experience in mainstream Media and

Education industries. Widely travelled, he

has held coveted positions across Media

and Academia. Mrityunjoy is presently the

Director of the School of Media and

Communication under the Kolkata-based

Adamas University.

If we examine some of the

things above, we notice that

reverse-mentoring will

increase several deep seated

fears in the senior population

– the fear of inadequacies

being found out, the fear of

learning new things, the fear

of competing without the

crutches of one’s past

experience or seniority.
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T
here is an old saying, “I learn as long

as I live”. To tell the truth, there is no

end to learning. There are scientific

debates concerning the presence of

man’s celestial neighbours. However,

there’s no denying the fact that

marvellous life and of course intelligent life

is a unique bliss that has been bestowed

by nature upon dear earth. And, the sole

reason why such life on the face of earth

has flourished from mere aquatic algae to

smart human beings that dare to

navigate the Universe, is inherent curiosity

and subsequent thirst for learning. Life on

earth has been in a continuous process of

adapting to the ever-changing

environment and mustering skills to thrive

under transient circumstances. Adaptive

Researcher and

academic Dr. Sulagna

Chatterjee deliberates on

the multiple nuances of

Adaptive Learning.

Adaptive

Learning:

The Essence

of the

Human

Existence
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learning has been the key to our survival,

right from the beginning and so it is today. 

Our early ancestors, cavemen had not

known linguistics. Yet, they learned to

communicate through very primitive

forms of line-drawing, that is to say

ancient pictograms. What they learned

they learned from Mother Nature and

their teachers were their own intuition and

the five fundamental senses. They took it

with their hearts. “Shradhhaban Lobhote

Gyanam”, i.e. “A mind that is humbled by

respect is the one entitled to be enriched

by knowledge.” – The Upanishad.

Our ancestors were full of respect for

nature. They were in utter awe of the

natural miracles. They therefore, learned

from nature and the greatest artistic

legacy that they left for us is the concept

of ‘Rekha’ or lines and curves. Humans

are the only beings on our planet and

possibly in our Universe that have made

anything like sketches that gradually

evolved into vibrant paintings. The

marvels of Altamira Caves fill the

beholders with profound wonder, till date,

ever since they were discovered. Man

somehow exists in the space of water and

land. But there is no distinguishing line in

the literal sense, it’s just an optical illusion.

Mountains standing against the sky are

not drawn by lines. But our primordial

ancestors learned to accept the

imaginary or rather abstract existence of

lines. And today, all the world’s

knowledge is based on that line. There is

nothing wrong with this life philosophy

that comes from such nascent academic

evolution of innocent life. 

Our primitive ancestors subsequently,

learned one day, how to depict in a two-

dimensional form, an actual

three-dimensional huge entity, may be an

animal for prey. This they made possible

with a piece of stone or a small piece of

wood on the rough interiors of the caves

where they dwelt. Life told him that the

walls of  stone in the cave are their first

canvas. Their intuition further taught them

as to how a piece of bone or a piece of

stone makes a line on a stone. And, in this

way life went on and along with such

Our early ancestors,

cavemen had not known

linguistics. Yet, they learned

to communicate through very

primitive forms of line-

drawing, that is to say

ancient pictograms.
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prowess and progress, men began to

learn lessons on various subjects. It is

surprising to think that birds’ footmarks on

soft earth gave him the initial idea of   

letters. From pictograms to alphabets,

adaptation of natural legacy has been

shaping our learning from day one.

One day, ancient man learned to wrap

the skin of a dead animal around his

body to escape the cold or extreme

heat. We learn something every day as

long as we live. Primitive people learned

words from what they heard from natural

cacophony and created our languages

for today. Sounds such as that of falling

water and the rumbling of clouds and the

sounds of the forest, taught them their first

words. To be honest, to see and to

observe are not the same things. That is to

say, as the rhythm of natural music was

felt by ancient men, they observed and

leaned the art of producing desired

sound, meaningful and harmonic. They

composed from the chirping of birds to

the call of the wild animals. Then came

Our ancestors were full of

respect for nature. They were

in utter awe of the natural

miracles. They therefore,

learned from nature and the

greatest artistic legacy that

they left for us is the concept

of ‘Rekha’ or lines and

curves.
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the seven notes and tunes of

“SaReGaMa” and the “Shruties”, i.e. total

seven pure and five distorted tones and

overtones. In this way, great musical

literature got composed through seeing

and feeling. The sages of The Upanishads

learned most of their lessons from

everyday life. So they are revered as the

seers. It has been said that poets of The

Upanishads have experienced “Trikal

Darshan” in the light of wisdom. 

From the invention of the wheel to the

kindling of fire and comprehending to

harness the power of fire, adaptive

learning carries on. Ancestral man

learned the abstract mathematical

concept of “infinity” from the vastness of

the sky and through the perennial flow of

water. Man learned to make fire. A new

era ushered in. Now, we have the

concept of “Terracotta” or burnt clay.

Man made his first engineering

breakthrough when he constructed a

wheel. And, progress has been on wheels

ever since. The first ever architectural

creation came in the form of a roof

supported by four bamboo pillars. Age

kept evolving from stone-age to metal-

age and finally, modern men appeared

to take control. In this way, Leonardo Da

Vinci solved an ancient mathematical

problem. 

Mathematicians were looking for an

object that could fit in both a circle and a

square. Da Vinci saw that only the human

body could do that. He composed the

revered work, Vitruvian Man. He showed

that the human body can be perfectly

captured in both the circle and the

square. Along with that he also saw that

the human body has a perfect geometric

ratio. That ratio works perfectly and it is

called “Divine Proportion” as depicted by

the Fibonacci Sequence. On the other

hand, everything from human fingers to

hands and feet has mathematical

proportions. This regulates the human

body. It is this idea of proportion and

balance that people learned by

watching themselves. Later, Gustav

Fechner proved that knowingly or

unknowingly all human creations or

building blocks fall within the match-box

ratio, i.e. 2:3. 

The journey continues. Dear earth has

evolved in every aspect and so has our

human life. In the present day, our familiar

paper and pen education has been

switched over to soft information and

virtual learning platforms. We are currently

updating ourselves to “Tech-Gurus” to

meet the need of the hour. But from the

days of cave-painting to virtual 3D reality,

the one liner remains – Adaptive Learning. 
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T
his headline is nothing but a pop

culture reference from the film ‘Phas

Gaye Re Obama’ (2010) and to an

extent sums up my entire article. We all

know parenting is a lifetime job. Being a

parent is not easy and everyone cannot

be a good parent. This job becomes even

more challenging in today’s environment,

where most of the families are nuclear

and not joint.  Hence, grandparents are

missing from the scene and even both the

parents are working. To make things more

difficult, there are new media

technologies like Smartphones, Internet

and Social Media that have huge

influence on children’s impressionable

minds. This is why, in this article, I shall

provide suggestions (for technological

and general aspects) on how to handle

and groom kids in this digital era.

However, before I proceed, let me

confess that I haven’t become a parent

yet. Also, this article is meant for a very

niche audience i.e., only parents. With

this, now let me move on to the

suggestions part.

Expect Nothing!

Parenting is a thankless job and that’s why

don’t expect anything from your kids. Just

Media researcher and

academic Dr. Nitesh

Tripathi deliberates on the

ideal parenting trajectory

in the cyber age.

It’s Not a Child’s Play! Its

Undertaker Play!
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do it, because it’s your

duty. I remember an

intense scene from the

film ‘Fences’ (2016),

where the son asks father

(Denzel Washington),

“Why don’t you like

me?” and then father

explains why he need

not like him as he is not

feeding, sheltering and

raising him out of love

but out of a sense of

duty. Also, as is the case

with Indian parents, they

always put burden on

their children to take up

certain profession

irrespective of whether

they like it or not. The film

‘3 Idiots’ (2009) dealt

with this. For them, I shall

solicit them not to

expect their kids to

become engineers,

doctors or IAS officers as

the children might end

up hating/ regretting

their parents. The only

expectation that you

must have from your

children is that they

should become a good

human being. While a

few decades back, 60

per cent was enough to

secure a decent job but

in today’s cut-throat

competition, even 99 per

cent is not enough to

make into the cut off lists

of prestigious colleges/

universities, let alone

getting a job. In such a

scenario, don’t let them

become part of this herd

mentality of pursuing

what others are doing.

Let your kids explore

what they wish to and

support them entirely in

their endeavours lest

they might crumble

under the pressure of

While a few

decades back,

60 per cent was

enough to

secure a decent

job but in today’s

cut-throat

competition,

even 99 per cent

is not enough to

make into the

cut off lists of

prestigious

colleges/

universities, let

alone getting a

job.
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excess competition.

Please Understand Me!

This sub heading is a

reference to the book

‘Please understand Me’

which mentions Keirsey

Temperament Sorter

assessment tool that

helps in the assessment

of personalities. While it’s

not possible for you to

become a psychologist

in order to understand

the psyche of your child,

you can definitely

empathize with your

child. Do not indulge in

comparison,

discouraging, judging or

underestimating your

child. Often, I have seen

parents (including mine)

indulging in comparison

with Sharma Ji ka Topper

Ladka (to hell with him!!)

Your child is already

burdened with

assignments, peer

pressure, and

performance pressure.

You must understand

that these children are

just like tender plants

and then can grow into

trees only when they are

not pressurized with high

expectations. Plus,

topping an exam is not

the only criterion for

judging a child. 

Every child is different. Try

to help your child in

every possible manner.

Getting more involved in

their lives can drastically

help in reducing their

stress levels. Play 

games with them, 

go out for dinner or

movie with them. These

gestures would

encourage them to

open up to you.

If one policy or

vision of the

current central

government in

India stands out

decidedly as its

best statement

of purpose, then

it is the New

Education Policy

(NEP)

encapsulated in

the 60-page-

long document.
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Lead by Examples

Yes, it is very important to set examples for

your child so that they can emulate it.

However, while doing so, keep a few

things in mind. If the examination is in

proximity and you expect your child to

study, then do not watch television

yourself, as it would seem very

hypocritical to the child. Another thing is

that while setting rules, do set exceptions

as well. For instance, you might ask your

child to wake up at 6:00 am every

morning. However, once in a while, let

them sleep if they are not in the mood to

wake up. Also, parents always try to be

perfect in front of their kids (like not using

expletives, waking up on time, being

honest) but they need not be perfect all

the time. Because let’s face it, we are not

God. To err is human! So, just be human.

Be yourself and be original. Gradually, the

kids will start accepting you for your flaws.

Punishment and Privileges

“How to groom my kids right!” is what

every parent would want to know. They

have been using the old ‘Carrot and

Stick’ policy for a very long time to ensure

that their kids are groomed well.

Notwithstanding, there are certain

aspects which parents must know before

using this tactic. See, with today’s kids,

you can’t open their chakra by one slap

as was the case with Smriti Irani. Earlier

flipflops might have been enough to

school a kid. But, in today’s time, when

mental illness and depression are at their

peak, it might backfire and push kids to

take extreme steps. Don’t get me wrong!

I’m not saying that you stop punishing

them entirely. If you want to teach them a

lesson, then take away their privileges (like

pocket money, watching television,

playing with friends and going out for

movie/ food etc.) for their bad behaviour/

indiscipline. Please understand that even

in case of Amy Chua, a famous writer

who advocates for tiger parenting (i.e.,

strict method of parenting meant to raise

high-achieving children which is common

among Asian parents) accepts in her

book that it worked in case of her elder

child (Sophia) but failed in case of her

younger child (Louisa).

With today’s kids, you can’t open

their chakra by one slap as was

the case with Smriti Irani Ji.

Earlier flipflops might have been

enough to school a kid. But, in

today’s time, when mental

illness and depression are at

their peak, it might backfire and

push kids to take extreme steps.
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Sharenting: Don’t Share, If you Care

Most of the parents have no idea what

sharenting is? Well in simple words, it

means sharing pictures/ videos of your

child and parenting life on the social

media platforms. One of the negative

outcomes of the rise of Social Media has

been that people have got hooked to

likes, which in turn makes them post more

often in order to garner more likes. But

with this, many a times, they unknowingly

violate the privacy of their dear ones.

Parents often indulge in sharing their

child’s personal pictures on Social Media

without giving privacy a thought, as they

want to show the entire world that their

child is cute (or cuter than Taimur!). But

once, these kids grow up, they notice

how without their permission they have

digital presences in the forms of pictures

that are often embarrassing. (I have seen

plenty of viral videos of parents recording

their child doing something amusing or

funny). For these parents, I would suggest

not to indulge in sharenting as it might be

a reason for the mental harassment for

their kids when they grow up. (I’m sure

even Taimur will be also pissed off and will

probably talk about going through

therapy in the future).

Don’t Nip them in the Bud

Our Prime Minister Narendra Modi was

once asked a question during ‘Pariksha

Pe Charcha’ event by a mother on how

she should tackle her child, who is

engrossed in online gaming the entire

day. In reply, he humorously said “Ye

Pubg wala hai kya?” (Funnily enough,

Pubg was soon banned after this

incident). This worry of game addiction is

natural as all parents feel the same.

However, I have a different opinion on

this. I am amazed by how much

knowledgeable today’s kids are about

technology. I remember how dumb I was

in my childhood and used to spend the

entire day enacting ‘Shaktiman’ and

wanted to become a vigilante like him

when I grew up. These kids, on the other

hand, are learning coding and have high

ambitions like that of becoming

entrepreneurs. Seeing them, I feel our

Let them play online games

(or let them do anything for

that sake) as gaming is also a

lucrative career option. (Look

at CarryMinati and Mythpat).
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future is promising. Children like Malala

and Greta are examples that prove that

kids have the capacity to change the

world.  So, my advice is, let them play

online games (or let them do anything for

that sake) as gaming is also a lucrative

career option (look at CarryMinati and

Mythpat). Here, I would like to state to our

digital migrant parents that in today’s

digital era, reading books is not enough

to become literate, digital literacy and

good understanding of technology is a

must to remain relevant.

How to Make them Stick Around?

Lastly, parents have this big concern that

their kids might desert them when they

grow up. This is a valid concern and for

this, I have a few solutions. See, the more

you get involved with your children, the

more they would want to hang out with

you (even in the future). So, common

activities like eating out, playing video

games, watching a film can be helpful or

else the kid will find those friends, who are

interested in these things. And, I know you

might also be wanting to imbibe those

Indian values “Pratishta, Parampara and

Anushasan” (Honour, Tradition and

Discipline) in your child that would make

your child Sanskari (cultured). In my case,

my parents did this by forced exposure to

old classic tear-jerking Bollywood family-

oriented films (apart from sending

emotional WhatsApp messages and

YouTube videos that highlight the

importance and contribution of parents)

and it worked to a great extent. I

remember my parents making me sit in

front of television to watch scenes of

‘Baghban’ (2003) where children of

Amitabh Bachchan in the film disrespect

and neglect him. Anyways, jokes apart,

honestly even I don’t have a definite

answer to this as you are just one of the

variables (friends, relatives, and teachers

being the other variables) that will decide

what your child learns as habits. So, all

you can do is – just try. As such, good

parenting doesn’t always translate to 100

per cent success.

In the end, just like a responsible

advertiser, I am also issuing a disclaimer

(which might sound familiar to you) in the

end. 

N.B.: Mutual family planning decisions are

subjected to child rearing risks, please

read all parenting related suggestions

carefully.

Author’s Introduction: Dr. Nitesh Tripathi is

an Assistant Professor at the Department

of Mass Communication under St. Xavier’s

University in Kolkata. He holds a Ph.D. in

media psychology from Banaras Hindu

University. He has a penchant for memes

and loves to observe people and their

behaviour. A compulsive researcher,

Nitesh is a basketball player as well.

To make things more difficult,

there are new media

technologies like

Smartphones, Internet and

Social Media that have huge

influence on children’s

impressionable minds.
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A
n idea can change the world.

History has numerous examples

where an idea transformed the

world for the better. The progress of a

nation relies on its young generation, who

are capable of thinking rationally and

scientifically. Youths with a rational and

scientific bent of mind and creativity can

bring innovative solutions towards nation-

building. For example, as a teenager,

Greta Thunberg, a Swedish activist,

addressed many issues related to climate

change and the environmental impact of

anthropogenic activities to top world

leaders.

Schools, colleges, and universities, notably

Scientist and academic

Dr. Arindam Mitra

discusses in details about

the relevance of imbibing

rational thinking among

future citizens.

Developing Rational and

Scientific Temper among

Young Minds
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higher education institutions, should

inculcate such a temperament among

the student community, allowing them to

be more independent and thoughtful.

Nurturing such skills earlier in life is essential

to fuel innovation and creativity in any

country. Problem-solving through games,

hands-on activities, puzzles, or outdoor

activities in the early years can facilitate

the development of a rational thought

process. 

Scientific and technological literacy is the

knowledge of science and technology,

and scientific temper refers to the

application of scientific knowledge in

real-world or daily life. Bringing scientific

acumen to youth can benefit the

community in several ways. Learners can

relate to science and technology in their

daily lives and how it influences their

personal lives. It imbibes curiosity about

nature and surroundings among learners.

Furthermore, the youth understand the

role, limits, and possibilities of science and

technology in society. More importantly, a

learner can differentiate between

science and pseudo-science. It can also

help them to make better or informed

The progress of a nation

relies on its young

generation, who are capable

of thinking rationally and

scientifically. Youths with a

rational and scientific bent of

mind and creativity can bring

innovative solutions towards

nation-building.
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choices in their personal lives. Being a

diverse country, India has its share of

challenges, such as poverty, malnutrition,

shortage of access to clean water, lack

of education, and biases related to

gender and religion. Many of these issues

can be reduced, if not eliminated, by

innovation and research.

Critical thinking skill is an essential skill for

learners. Critical thinking refers to

cognitive skills and intellectual nature that

can effectively identify, analyze, and

evaluate arguments and truth claims. It

also enables one to explore personal pre-

conceptions and biases, formulate and

present convincing reasons supporting

conclusions, and make reasonable and

intelligent decisions about what to

believe and do. By developing specific

questions, critical thinkers give precise

answers to a given problem. Critical

thinkers demonstrate clarity in their

thought process, look for accuracy and

fairmindedness while being

compassionate to the opposite points of

view, and seek truth based on evidence. 

Teaching science and training young

minds for rational thinking can potentially

transform a nation towards a better and

prosperous future. A suitable teaching

method or an educational strategy in

science is key to bringing change in the

mindset of learners in schools and higher

educational institutions. Understanding

learners and their learning styles are

essential in tailoring the instructions to

engage students effectively. Connecting

science with real-world examples can

further enhance the engagement of the

learners. Project-oriented learning in

science subjects can be introduced

earlier in school, creating interest among

learners. More importantly, such hands-on

activity might engage them to develop

insights and build a passion for science.

Figure 1 represents some of the ways by

which aptitude in science can develop in

youth.

Learning outcomes focus on what is

expected from learners. The science

subjects’ curriculum is insufficient to meet

the country’s growing needs, particularly

at the school and college levels.

Revamping the syllabus with more

practical and real-world problems and

issues related to a nation should focus on

how to solve them. The interdisciplinary

nature of science can bring holistic

Critical thinking skill is an

essential skill for learners.

Critical thinking refers to

cognitive skills and

intellectual nature that can

effectively identify, analyze,

and evaluate arguments and

truth claims.

Figure 1: Strategies for Developing 

Scientific Aptitude in Youth
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solutions to many of society’s challenges.

The possible outcome of scientific temper

and rational thinking is listed in Figure 2.

However, effective learning or instruction

could be a challenge in resource

constraints settings, particularly in schools

and institutions with limited funding,

laboratories, and space. Hence, funding

support from various governmental

agencies is also required at schools,

colleges, and universities to sustain the

scientific temperament and rational

thinking in youth. Workshops, training, and

awareness programmes can further

facilitate the engagement and

motivation of the young generation.

Quality instructors can also facilitate

delivering the concepts and applications

in schools and HEI. 

Author’s Introduction: Dr. Arindam Mitra is

currently a Professor at the Department of

Biological Sciences under the School of

Life Science and Biotechnology at

Adamas University. He holds a doctorate

from the University of Maryland, College

Park, USA, and was a former postdoctoral

researcher at the Centre for Infectious

Diseases and Vaccinology at the Arizona

State University, United States of America.

Dr. Mitra reviews for multiple international

peer-reviewed journals from Elsevier,

Frontiers, and Nature group. He also serves

as editor for several international peer-

reviewed journals, including Frontiers in

Microbiology, Access Microbiology,

Canadian Journal of Infectious Diseases

and Medical Microbiology, Microbiology

Today, and Peer J Life and Environment.

Dr. Mitra was the sole editor of the book

‘Microbial Biofilms: Current Research and

Practical Implications’, published by

Caister Academic Press.

Scientific and technological

literacy is the knowledge of

science and technology, and

scientific temper refers to the

application of scientific

knowledge in real-world or

daily life.

Figure 2: Potential Outcomes of Scientific Temper and

Rational Thinking
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Introduction

A
s the world and economy change,

the need for skilled workers

increases. In India, competency-

based education is considered a

professional qualification obtained

through short-term training or courses that

provide employment in the informal

sector. This system is not a part of the

formal education sector. Such skills are

also part of the government’s Pradhan

Mantri Kaushal Vikas Yojana (PMKVY)

programme, which aims to promote

awareness and standardization. However,

specialized knowledge also needs to be

developed within a formal learning

system. 

Educationist 

Amal Sankar Mukherjee

writes an informative

piece on the novel

competency-based

education.

Competency-Based

Education: A Progressive

Flow of Traditional Education



Competency-Based Education and

Traditional Indian Scenario

As the Indian economy was opened to

the outside world through liberalization

and globalization, there was a great

demand for graduates with skills in major

industries, leading to extensive

competition for more grades and

degrees. Following the Internet and

mobile revolution,  formal sector job

seekers saw new opportunities. One

started learning the skills one needs

through the internet and  internships

before working full-time. 

Reliance on formal education to acquire

ready-to-use skills is gradually diminishing.

The global Covid-19 pandemic has

encouraged the use of local products

and helped people understand the

importance of skill-based societies.

Employment is a major concern as

India is a young country with

75 per cent of the

population in the

working age.

With the

help of

programmes

such as Recognition of

Prior Learning

(RPL), students

contribute to

equal

awareness

of informal

and

formal learning, thus receiving both

security and benefits. 

Students constitute the human capital of

the country and it is important to

empower them for economic

development. 

The benefits of competency-based

education are: 

Flexibility: Skill-based education makes

learning the prerogative of the students

and helps them close large

comprehension gaps. Assessments show

competence and not grades. This system

prevents drop-outs as it is easy to

proceed without gaps. The overall

structure varies from person to person,

and students confirm what they are

learning through evaluations and hands-

on projects. 

Gain Experience: Ability-

based

learning

prepares

students  to

become

successful

leaders in

their chosen

fields. To

facilitate

this

process,

it is of

utmost
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importance for students to think beyond

their grades and acquire real skills. These

concrete experiences are often

overlooked in traditional forms of

education. 

Goal-Oriented: Skill-based education is

arguably more effective and purpose-

oriented, helping students achieve clear

goals with a vibrant culture. It’s the

perfect blend of opinions, values and

routines to form a solid foundation. It

encourages and develops the art of

learning and development, enabling

students to succeed in their chosen fields.

Students should also keep in mind that the

post-Covid skills-based sector will have a

growing demand for employment

opportunities in the hygiene, health and

technology sectors. The various roles of

skilled workers allow students to

participate in the process of breaking the

unemployment cycle.

Now, the question crops up. How can

Indian schools and universities start

competency-based education along

with the regular academic curriculum?

Skill-based learning develops and

strengthens the art of learning and

supports scientific growth in the modern

world. Active learning is also part of this

methodology, facilitating the thinking

process behind skill development. This is

an advanced way to learn, implement,

and improve skills acquired through a

knowledge-based learning system. This

method motivates students to think,

analyze, and apply the thoughts and

insights they have learned. This modern

learning method helps learners have

motivated and independent intelligence

and helps them prepare for future tasks. 

The world is changing rapidly as the

economy expands. Thus, there is a

requirement of a skilled workforce to take

the country forward. To be more

productive, one needs skills in different

ways in different sectors. In India, most

schools and universities offer only formal

As the Indian economy was

opened to the outside world

through liberalization and

globalization, there was a

great demand for graduates

with skills in major industries,

leading to extensive

competition for more grades

and degrees.
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education with a standard curriculum.

However, it does not include ability-based

education and is treated as short-term

vocational training. This gives them a job

in the informal sector, which is already a

part of the Government of India’s PMKVY

program. It assists students with skill-based

training and employment. This is a skills

development programme that

encourages people from different sectors

to learn and improve. However, the

formal education sector also needs to

implement this process. 

The Indian economy has expanded

resulting in many employment

opportunities for graduates from various

disciplines. This made them competitive

and led them to achieve higher grades

and ranks in order to stay on top. In

addition, the internet, smartphones and

other electronic devices has necessitated

new skills. Many job seekers have found

these important skills to learn on the

internet. Internships also help students

update their skills. Recent pandemic data

The Indian economy has

expanded resulting in many

employment opportunities for

graduates from various

disciplines. This made them

competitive and led them to

achieve higher grades and

ranks in order to stay on top.
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show key unemployment statistics across

multiple sectors. Low-skilled and outdated

people cannot compete in the modern

world. Students and young people are

the strengths of modern society and the

country. It is very important to prepare

them for the economic growth of the

country.

To provide competency-based

education in schools and universities, one

needs: 

Improve school and university curricula

and infrastructure to meet the modern

needs of the 21st century. 

Use the latest technological tools to

change teaching methods and

emphasize hands-on learning. 

Teach professional or work-related skills

from the beginning. 

Commercial awareness with self-

management skills, teamwork,

interpersonal and problem-solving skills. 

Activity-based learning methods should

be introduced for students. 

Build employability skills with relevant

core competencies and academic

knowledge. 

Skills that Students Should be Taught

All students need to develop specific skills

to succeed both in their research and in

their careers. Educators and teachers

teach certain important life skills along

with the regular curricula. This helps them

prepare well for life outside of school or

college. Many of us know that these are

the most important life skills, but it can be

difficult to teach such skills in a co-

educated classroom. Special care is

required so that teachers can easily

teach these skills to their students. 

What are the important and relevant skills

that students today need? 

Persuasion.

Strong Problem-Solving Skills

Creative Thinking.

Emotion Management. 

Agility.

Competency-based learning

gives students access to

customized support both

inside and outside the school

to ensure they get what they

need when they need it to

graduate from college and

prepare for their career.
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Enthusiasm to Learn New Things.

Adaptability as Needed. 

Technical Skills Such as Drafting Coding

etc. 

Effective Communication Skills (Verbal,

Oral and Written).

Teamwork and Dedication. 

Maintenance Skills.

Assessment, Analysis, Imagination.

These are the most important skills that

must be taught in every school or

university.

Understanding modern life and its roots

must be  part of the normal curriculum for

all students to succeed in life. This helps

them develop dynamically and lead the

society in a better way. 

How Can Indian Graduates Acquire

Employability Skills While Studying? 

Thousands of students graduate every

year in India, but few land up with good

jobs. The shortage of  employability skills

makes this difference for students.

Graduates studying at universities have

several opportunities to develop their skills.

This is where universities can begin

developing their employability skills in a

variety of ways. Universities can partner

with a variety of training institutions that

offer professional development skills such

as self-development, general skills, and

interview skills. Universities can also

appoint faculty members, who can

provide guidance, especially in the

development of employability skills.

Conclusion 

In traditional education, students progress

at the teacher’s pace, regardless of their

proficiency or the need for additional

time. Competency-based learning gives

students access to customized support

both inside and outside the school to

ensure they get what they need when

they need it to graduate from college

and prepare for their career.

Competency-based education does the

following:

Promotes greater independence. 

Students studying through

competency-based instruction are more

likely to think at a higher level and solve

problems independently. 

Improves learning speed.

Provides a real experience.

Author’s Introduction: Amal Sankar

Mukherjee is a teacher and educator for

the past 24 years. He is also a

distinguished author in the field of teacher

education and is a Life Member of

‘Scholars Academic and Scientific

Society’. He is the winner of ‘International

Scientist Award 2021’. He is presently

teaching as an Assistant Professor at the

School of Education under Adamas

University in Kolkata. He has penned 7

books until now.

Reliance on formal education

to acquire ready-to-use skills

is gradually diminishing. The

global Covid-19 pandemic

has encouraged the use of

local products and helped

people understand the

importance of skill-based

societies.
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P
arenting or child-rearing promotes

and supports

the physical, emotional, social

and intellectual development of

a child from infancy to adulthood.

Parenting refers to the intricacies of raising

a child and not exclusively a biological

relationship. “Being a sensitive parent and

responding to your kids cuts across all

areas of parenting,” says Arizona State

University’s Dr. Keith Crnic, a parent-child

relationship expert. Strong emotional

bonds often develop through sensitive,

responsive and consistent parenting in the

first years of life.

During an interview with a mother-cum-

psychologist, Dr. Sweta Sah,  she said,

“Enjoying motherhood along with a job is

very difficult”. When asked as to how she

manages time with both the tasks, she

revealed that she tries to be an

authoritative parent while giving

autonomy and independence to the

child. Since the child is not really getting

her mother whenever he or she wants her,

Psychologist and

academic Debopriya

Ghatak writes an incisive

piece on parenting and

associated life skills.

Understanding Parenting

and Life Skills
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it is the duty of a parent to instil the

feelings of trust for a relationship.

“Communication is the key to

understanding a person’s emotions. So

when I talk to my child, I tell her how my

day has been and ask her how she has

been for the entire day. She talks to me

about her fears and happiness at the end

of the day. This communication is

essential for a child as it helps them to

regulate their emotions, when parents are

not around them.” Said Dr. Sah.

There are various ways of spending

quality time with a child. This includes the

following:

1. Schedule Specific Time for Your Child

Connect with your child daily, be it before

school or after, during break times or

before bedtime. Set aside specific time

for activities with your child. This can also

be a family fun time where you and your

partner can make use of this time

together with the child, or you can take

turns with your child according to your

free schedules.

2. Keeping All Distractions Away

When you spend time with your child, be

Set aside specific time for

activities with your child. This

can also be a family fun time

where you and your partner

can make use of this time

together with the child, or you

can take turns with your child

according to your free

schedules.
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sure to keep away from all technologies,

turn off your smartphones and avoid

doing any chores or office work. Avoid

sending or receiving messages and calls

during this time and avoid television,

advertisements and music unless those

are parts of the activities that you are

doing.

Let Your Child Decide on What to Play

Whether they want to ride a bike, play

with a toy, bake a cake, or do arts and

crafts, let them choose what makes them

happy and be a part of that activity.

Spend a Lot of Time Laughing Together

Tell a lot of jokes and laugh with your kids

as laughter is great for improving both

physical and mental health.

Parent as a Friend

This comes to play when you are dealing

with teenagers. As the dynamics of the

relationship turns tricky, you need to

understand them from their points of view

and what they are going through. At this

point, you need to treat your child as a

friend in order to gain their trust no matter

how hard it seems. The best way to bond

with them would be to know when to step

Children thrive on schedules,

habits, and routines, which

not only create a feeling of

security, but also help

children learn self-control

and focus. Talk with your

child about what to expect

each day.
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in as a parent and when to be a friend.

You need to talk to them and share your

experiences about the dilemmas and the

difficulties you faced growing up, the

mistakes you made and how you tried to

mend your mistakes. This will help your

teenager respect you and be honest,

which will in turn help the bonding

process.

How does parenting helps in developing

the life skills of a child? Let us see!

Focus and Self-Control

Children thrive on schedules, habits, and

routines, which not only create a feeling

of security, but also help children learn

self-control and focus. Talk with your child

about what to expect each day.

Organize your home so that your child

knows where to put shoes, coats, and

personal belongings. We live in a noisy

and distraction-filled world. Therefore,

quiet activities like reading a book,

enjoying sensory activities, or completing

a puzzle together can help your child slow

down and increase focus.

Perspective-Taking

Thinking about another’s point of view

doesn’t come naturally to most children,

but it can be developed. Discuss

characters’ feelings and motivations in

the books you read, e.g., “I wonder why

the cat and the pig wouldn’t help the

little red hen.” Make observations about

how others are feeling, e.g., “Alex was

really sad that he didn’t get a turn. I

wonder what we can do to make him

feel better.”

Communication

Children need high-touch personal
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interactions every day to build healthy

social-emotional skills, including the ability

to understand and communicate with

others. While the pace at which they

develop these skills may vary, children

need to learn how to “read” social

cues and listen carefully. They must

consider what they want to

communicate and the most effective

ways to share it. Just talking to an

interested adult can help build these skills.

Spend time every day listening and

responding to your child without

distractions.

Making Connections

True learning, says Galinsky, occurs when

we can see connections and patterns

between seemingly disparate things. The

more connections we make, the more

sense and meaning we make of the

world. Young children begin to see

connections and patterns as they sort

basic household items like toys and socks.

Simple acts, such as choosing clothing

appropriate for the weather, helps them

build connections. Point out more

abstract connections in life, or in stories

you read, e.g., “This book reminds me of

when we picked sea shells at the beach.”

Critical Thinking

We live in a complex world in which adults

are required to analyze information and

make decisions about myriad things every

day. One of the best ways to build critical

thinking is through rich, open-ended play.

Make sure your child has time each day

to play alone or with friends. This play

might include taking on roles (pretending

to be fire fighters or super heroes),

building structures, playing board games
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or playing outside physical games, such

as tag or hide-and-go-seek. Through play,

children formulate hypotheses, take risks,

try out their ideas, make mistakes, and

find solutions – all essential elements in

building critical thinking.

Taking on Challenges

One of the most important traits we can

develop in life is that of resilience – being

able to take on challenges, bounce back

from failure, and keep trying. Children

learn to take on challenges when we

create an environment with the right

amount of structure – not so much as to

be limiting, but enough to make them feel

safe. Encourage your child to try new

things and allow reasonable risk, such as

climbing a tree or riding a bike. Offer a

new challenge when she seems ready,

e.g., “I think you’re ready to learn to tie

your shoes. Let’s give it a try.” Focus more

on effort than achievement, e.g.,

“Learning to tie your shoes was really

hard, but you kept trying. Well done.”

Self-Directed, Engaged Learning

A child who loves learning becomes an

adult who is rarely bored in life. To

encourage a love of learning, try to limit

television and encourage plenty of

reading, play, and open-ended

exploration. Model curiosity and

enthusiasm for learning in your own life by

visiting the library together, keeping craft

supplies, making games available,

and allowing for some messes at home.

Responsive parenting is one of the

aspects of parenting most frequently

described when we try to understand the

role the environment plays in children’s

development. The critical importance of

responsive parenting is highlighted by

recent evidences identifying links

between high levels of early responsive

parenting and larger hippocampal

volumes for normally developing pre-

school aged children. Increased volume

in this brain region is associated with more

optimal development of a number of

psychosocial factors (e.g., stress

reactivity). Responsive parenting,

according to many descriptive studies

and fewer experimental studies, is an

important process for supporting young

children’s learning.

Author’s Introduction: Debopriya Ghatak

is an Assistant professor of Psychology at

Adamas University in Kolkata. She has

done her masters from the Department of

Applied Psychology under the University

of Calcutta. She has also been trained in

graphology, and is also a mental health

practitioner. Her research interest lies in

clinical psychology and forensic

psychology.

A child who loves learning

becomes an adult who is

rarely bored in life. To

encourage a love of learning,

try to limit television and

encourage plenty of reading,

play, and open-ended

exploration.
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Introduction

R
ight from the Stone Age, human

beings have always tried to find out

solutions to their lifestyle problems

and have worked on them further to

make the solutions better. From historical

evidences, it can be seen that human

beings have been passing on their

findings and knowledge to future

generations. This eventually gave rise to a

few myths. However, at the same time,

this process also lead people towards life

changing discoveries. Be it the discovery

of zero or identifying that the world is not

flat, in the quest for knowledge,

researchers gifted the society with some

phenomenal information. The dynamics

of research and fact-finding have

become more structured now than it was

in the Stone Age and thereby is practised

Academic and

researcher

Ipsita Banerjee writes an

informative article on the

importance of

inculcating the much-

needed research spirit

among students.

Building Research Aptitude

among Young Scholars: A

Stepping Stone for a Better

Future
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as an institutionalised phenomenon. 

Youth and Research

An enormous amount of change has

taken place in the society from the Stone

Age to the present era. Depending on

the theory of Technological Determinism,

it can be said that with the change in an

era, the dominating technology used also

keeps changing. Hence, discoveries,

inventions and finings become an

inevitable part of the society. This is

something that can be evaluated

through research. Someone rightly said

that change is the only constant. It is

required to develop research acumen

among this generation so that they can

not only cope with the changes but also

make life a little easier for the common

people. 

It would be a stereotypical concept to

state that the tech-savvy generation may

not feel interested to participate in field-

based research. It is just that we need to

develop a sense of judgement among

them so that they can deliver quality

research in the future. Again, if we

consider the system of passing on

information, which has been carried on

Be it the discovery of zero or

identifying that the world is

not flat, in the quest for

knowledge, researchers

gifted the society with some

phenomenal information.
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since the Stone Age, it can be argued

that the findings of these researches will

help future generations as well.

Young minds have witnessed a lot of

changes in terms of both technology as

well as environment, especially with the

outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic. So,

this is perhaps the right time to encourage

them to develop research aptitude so

that the society can progress.

Furthermore, in order to develop critical

thinking and evidence-based arguments,

the possession of research aptitude can

be beneficial for the youths. Acuminating

research is also crucial in developing

pedagogies because it can further

analyse the social trends and thereby

help in understating the demands in the

industries. So, guiding students regarding

research is one of the prime factors which

will not only contribute towards the

society but will also help the students to

develop critical thinking ability. 

Mentoring and Research Aptitude

In any organisation which focuses on its

future, research is one of the key areas.

This is where mentors or research guides

Now, in the post pandemic

phase, in the year 2022, the

major challenge lies in

encouraging students to take

up filed-based or

ethnographic research

studies.
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play a very important role in encouraging

students and at the same time inculcating

research drive among them. A mentor not

only teaches as per the syllabus but also

identifies the strengths and weaknesses of

the students and thereby guides them to

develop their skill sets and aptitude. Many

students consider research to be a tiring

job and may even think that it

unnecessarily consumes more time than is

actually required. Hence, without proper

guidance and mentoring, it may become

difficult to encourage students to even

take up research works or be interested in

it. The role of a research guide is of

paramount importance and it can help in

moulding the aptitude of the students so

that they can liberally use their thoughts

and philosophies thereby expressing it

through their research works. 

Considering the present scenario, the

prime role of a mentor is to understand

that the students are mostly from a

generation, which is different from their

In any organisation which

focuses on its future,

research is one of the key

areas. This is where mentors

or research guides play a

very important role in

encouraging students and at

the same time inculcating

research drive among them.
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own. Hence, a mentor will have to keep

pace with the changing times and at the

same time ensure that the students

develop a genuine interest for education

and research. 

Research in the Post-Covid-19 World

In the 21st century, with the introduction of

digital libraries and Google Scholar, it has

become much easier for researchers to

find out literature suitable for their

research areas. This has made it easier for

researchers to conduct research on

extensive topics without having the fear

of lack of availability of secondary data.

On the other hand, if primary data

collection is considered, then during the

pandemic phase, research suffered to a

greater extent.

In the beginning of 2020, the world

witnessed a change in lifestyle,

educational curricula, pedagogy and

working environment due to the outbreak

of the Covid-19 pandemic. The education

system shifted to the ‘online mode’ as

‘work from home (WFH)’ emerged as a

temporary solution for the teachers.

Similarly, a change has been observed in

the ‘research works’ done in Social

Sciences, especially when it comes to

research methods for collecting primary

data.

Some of the methods used for collecting

primary data include surveys, interviews,

case studies and focus group discussions

(FGD). This pandemic led to the

lockdown, which restricted travelling,

promoted social distancing and thereby

discouraged field visits. Hence, Google

forms or Microsoft forms were widely used

for surveys while team meeting

applications came up as a solution for
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FGDs in social science researches. Even

though these methods are equally

accepted in case of research works, yet

they lack personal touch. For example,

during field work, a researcher can

observe the behaviour and body

language of a respondent and then try to

focus on the findings regarding their

perceptions about a particular variable of

research. On the other hand, using online

mode to collect primary data reduces the

scope of a rigorous observation and

thereby makes it a very mechanical

process.

Now, in the post pandemic phase, in the

year 2022, the major challenge lies in

encouraging students to take up filed-

based or ethnographic research studies.

No doubt, there are some benefits of

online research because it consumes less

time and reduces the issues with travelling

to the field. Yet, in many other ways, this

reduces the essence of field-based Social

Science research. Here lies the role of a

mentor to guide the students so that they

can have a strong sense of judgement

about research methodology and at the

same time the ways in which they are

applicable.

Conclusion 

Research is an inevitable part of

education, which not only contributes

towards the pedagogy but it also helps in

discovering different phenomenon for the

larger good of the world. With the

continuous shifts in educational

paradigms amidst the pandemic, it has

become necessary to develop research

aptitude among the students. Moreover,

research works are not only appreciated

in educational institutions but they are

also an important part in Research and

Development (R&D) segments of many

corporate organisations across the globe.

Interested students can always explore

the avenues of research if they get

appropriate guidance and this can be

achieved through future oriented thought

process among the teachers of the

present day.
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currently an Assistant Professor in the

School of Media and Communication at

Adamas University in Kolkata. She is

pursuing her Ph.D. in Health

Communication from The University of

Burdwan. Before joining Adamas

University, she was an Assistant Professor

at a UGC-recognised state private

university in West Bengal. She has worked

as a Research Assistant under (ICSSR

IMPRESS), Department of Education,

Government of India-sponsored research

project with The University of Burdwan She

has worked as a supervisor of two

research projects and as a filed
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the Indian Institute of Mass

Communication, New Delhi from 2019 to

2022.

Depending on the theory of

Technological Determinism, it

can be said that with the

change in an era, the

dominating technology used

also keeps changing. Hence,

discoveries, inventions and

finings become an inevitable

part of the society.
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I
t is indeed a cliché to note that we are

living in the digital age. Digital age is an

oft-repeated and enormously misused

concept. While many of us claim to know

what it means, the sad reality is that most

of us actually don’t. Thus, we are just living

what is popularly known as the ‘digital

age’ without understanding the

multidimensional nature of the concept.

This is particularly true for institutions of

higher education, where there is a

pedagogical disparity between what is

touted and what is practiced.

Consequently, students are getting into

an abyss. What is required today is an

unabridged academic attention into

‘digital age’ and its impact on the society

that we live in. Let us dig a little deeper to

garner insights into what this article aims

to espouse.

Understanding ‘Digital’

The term ‘digital’ has been ruling the roost

for the past one decade or so replacing

the traditional word ‘electronic’. The

advent of the internet and smart

telephony has been the single biggest

reason for this transition. Therefore, the

virtual world has been slowly replacing

the real world. The global Covid-19

pandemic quickened the pace of this

transition and made everything virtual.

Even things that used to have a human

touch three years back are increasingly

becoming digital. While there can be

unending debates on whether or not this

trend bodes well for humanity, the reality

is that there is no going back. Therefore,

the best thing to do is to take a detailed

stock of the situation and make subtle

changes to not just how we live but how

Writer and academic 

Dr. Sunayan Bhattacharjee

writes an incisive piece on

how to mentor students in

the digital age.

Mentoring in the Digital Age:

Rediscovering Empathy and

Collaboration
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we learn as well.

The Professional Dimensions of ‘Digital’

It is a given that the dwindling nature of

human interactions is causing deep

emotional churnings among millennials

and Generation Z. Therefore, people are

no just becoming self-centered, what is

worse is that they have started lacking in

empathy as well. While, this might seem

like a humanistic problem that doesn’t

have professional repercussions, the

reality couldn’t have been further.

Empathy and fellow-feeling are necessary

components of what we call essential

professional skills. Let us look at a

seemingly crude example to understand

this.

Let us assume that a 25-year-old game

developer has been recruited by a

gaming company to design a game on

building a family. Now, how can we even

expect a quality product from the gamer

if she/ he doesn’t have any idea about

Even things that used to

have a human touch three

years back are increasingly

becoming digital. While there

can be unending debates on

whether or not this trend

bodes well for humanity, the

reality is that there is no

going back.
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family values and empathy! Now, this is

not just true for the gaming industry. This is

true for any industry catering to

consumers at large. Unless a professional

understands the psyche of consumers

through the development of empathy,

there is very little possibility of her/ him

succeeding in her/ his venture. Therefore,

what is required today is to revisit the how

academic institutions approach the very

concept of learning.

Inculcating Empathy Among Students

More and more, academic institutions

need to adopt group learning and peer

learning. The age of learning in silos is

over. It is only when students collaborate

that they understand differing

perspectives. Digital loneliness is a

concept that needs to be nipped in the

bud. While blended learning will be the

way forward, there should be a marked

emphasis on physical learning. Physical

learning is not just about consuming

lessons delivered in packets by the faculty

members, it is also about understanding

contrasting opinions and coming to a

middle ground.

The Importance of Students Asking

Questions

In this age where lessons are also

designed in the form of packages,

students are slowly forgetting to ask

questions – critical questions and relevant

questions. Conformity never breeds

creativity. It is the need of the hour to

encourage students to ask difficult

questions to not just the faculty members

but to everyone they are dealing with in

their daily life. A quintessentially critical

approach is exactly what they require to

confront the world they live in.

Thinking Out of the Box

The contemporary age is such that

people get bored too soon. People are in

the constant lookout for things that are

new. Companies are looking for

professionals, who can challenge the

status quo and create things that are new

In this age where lessons are

also designed in the form of

packages, students are

slowly forgetting to ask

questions – critical questions

and relevant questions.

Conformity never breeds

creativity.
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for the consumers. Therefore, it is

extremely essential that students are

taught to be creative and innovative.

While the words ‘creativity’ and

‘innovation’ are often misused, the

relevance of these two magic words

can’t possibly be emphasized enough. In

fact, it wouldn’t be an overstatement if

we were to say that people are searching

for quirky solutions to existing problems.

Students who can go the extra mile would

be the ones standing out.

Going International

It can be said with some certainty that

students would compulsorily need

international exposure moving ahead.

While it seems to be a fancy idea given

the extremely poor economic conditions

of students in developing countries, it

actually isn’t. All that is required is an

increased set of collaborations between

countries that are fundamentally different

from each other. Academic interests are

always borderless. An international

exposure provides perspectives to

students and makes them understand the

value of challenging pre-conceived

boundaries.

Field Studies Should be the Name of the

Game

One of the biggest constraints that

modern education system faces is the

sheer deficiency of field-based study. A

student can never become a complete

professional unless she/ he understands

the dynamics of how it actually happens

in the real world. This understanding can

truly come in when there are compulsory

curricular elements that necessitate field

work. Many of the global institutes of

excellence are emphasizing more on

field-work than on lectures and

discussions. While lectures and discussions

provide the initial knowledge,

comprehension comes only with field-

work.

Conclusion

While this article is only a preliminary assay
into understanding what is required on an
imminent basis to create rounded,
professionally sound and empathetic
citizens, there is an urgent requirement of
this discussion continuing. Who knows, we
might just stumble across a globally
acceptable trajectory to move ahead!
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A
ccording to the dictionary of

American Psychological Associa-

tion, mind is broadly, all intellectual

and psychological phenomena of an or-

ganism, encompassing motivational, af-

fective, behavioural, perceptual, and

cognitive systems; that is, the organized

totality of an organism’s mental and psy-

chic processes and the structural and

functional cognitive components on

which they depend. The term, however, is

also used more narrowly to denote only

cognitive activities and functions, such as

perceiving, attending, thinking, problem

solving, language, learning, and memory.

The nature of the relationship between

the mind and the body, including the

brain and its mechanisms or activities, has

been, and continues to be, the subject of

much debate.

Since the evolution of consciousness, the

Joyottam Mullick writes

an enlightening piece on

the immense power of the

mind.

Mind: The Creator and

Destroyer
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preliminary criteria of life is found to be its

expansion. Every single effort of creation

and destruction is germinated in human

mind and is executed through its thought

process. Mind always acts as an activist,

either for good or for evil, is up to its user,

who deals with this power to achieve his

purpose. Swami Vivekananda writes in his

letter, “…there is no limit to the power of

human mind. The more concentrated it is,

the more power is brought to bear on one

point”. It is an analyser of various frequen-

cies of knowledge. Since the knowledge

of life and creation is revealed by human,

the mind remains the only tool of under-

standing all these things. It may be the

rupture of atomic core to perceive the

knowledge of a source of tremendous en-

ergy on one hand or on the other, pro-

cessing that energy to fulfil some nasty

political empowerment. It was the same

time frame where new scientific under-

standing was generated for welfare but

was used for the purpose of destruction,

one in the favour of humanity and an-

other against it.

Being human, our objective is to acquire

knowledge about the patterns lying

under each and every phenomenon

present on this planet. We invent, discover

or explore many things in our life as a con-

sequence of learning. In this context, the

working principle of mind is very impor-

tant. The activity of mind is a time-depen-

dent phenomenon in terms of age and

experience. Experience is the information

stored in mind especially in the sub-con-

scious. These stored pieces of information

are the reference points of an individual

experiencing live events. It is applicable

from experiencing the taste of a mango

Since the evolution of

consciousness, the

preliminary criteria of life is

found to be its expansion.

Every single effort of creation

and destruction is

germinated in human mind

and is executed through its

thought process.
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to experiencing the pain of a broken leg

after stumbling on an uneven pavement.

This reference point of experience is born

and brought up by inquisitiveness of a

mind. His every action towards invention,

discovery or exploration reveals some

kind of truth, some unknown mystery, irre-

spective of the importance of predictions.

This truth is that ‘Satyam’ of the verse

‘Satyam Shivam Sundaram’. So, mind

flows according to the chosen options of

revealing truth. Here consciousness

comes into the role of grabbing the most

probable and rarely accurate way to re-

veal the truth. The truth that could rarely

have been experienced by

‘Paramhansas’ like Sri Ramakrishna

Paramhansa. 

The role of consciousness is the most de-

mandingly important criteria of revealing

any truth. Now the internal exchanges be-

tween the conscious and the sub-con-

scious is pretty complicated and if

understood is quite mesmerising, which is

a vast subject known as psychology. This

subject is like a shadow of philosophy. Phi-

losophy is about the single point where

every logical validity takes wing into ab-

solute truth. Only knowledge can en-

lighten that inner self which is in other

words, can be considered as psychology,

the driving force of the interchangeability

and expressions of conscious and sub-

conscious. A few sets of findings generally

create a pattern and tremendous effort

of understanding those patterns with ut-

most dedication makes the footsteps of

the inventions and discoveries audible. In

the fifth chapter of Sri Sri Chandi book, we

come across a Narayani Stuti (praise of

Narayani, the Creation herself, the

supreme power) by Devatas:

The internal exchanges

between the conscious and

the sub-conscious is pretty

complicated and if

understood is quite

mesmerising, which is a vast

subject known as

psychology.
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Chitirupena ya kritsnam-etad byapya

sthita yagat,

Namastasyai namastasyai namastasyai

namo namaha

Chiti – Chetana – consciousness, rupena –

form, ya – which, kritsnam – entire, etad –

till, byapya – extended/ full of, sthita –

staying, yagat – universe, namastasyai –

bow down to you. 

Means, in the form of consciousness,

Which is present till the extended entirety

of this Universe, we bow down to you,

bow down.

Sri Sri Chandi is one of the books where

the story of creation is written in a very sci-

entific way, where the original form of

consciousness is mentioned. In 38th verse

of third chapter in Srimad Bhagawad

Gita, we find: 

Dhūmenāvriyate vahnir yathādarśho

malena cha,

Yatholbenāvṛito garbhas tathā tenedam

āvṛitam

Dhūmena – by smoke; āvriyate – is cov-

ered; vahniḥ – fire; yathā – just as;

ādarśhaḥ – mirror; malena – by dust; cha

– also; yathā – just as; ulbena – by the

womb; āvḥitaḥ – is covered; garbhaḥ -

embryo; tathā – similarly; tena – by that

(desire); idam – this; āvḥitam – is covered.

Srimad Bhagawad Gita is the one and

only scripture, which is the confluence of

all philosophies in the way of attaining

that ‘Satyam’ of the verse ‘Satyam

Shivam Sundaram’. The above shloka re-

veals the natural tendency of knowledge

to remain kerchiefed like fire remains cov-

ered by smoke, mirror is masked by dust

and an embryo is concealed by the

womb, similarly one’s knowledge gets

shrouded by desire. In the next shloka, it is

clarified further that, “the knowledge of

even the most discerning gets covered by

this perpetual enemy in the form of insa-

tiable desire, which is never satisfied and

burns like fire, O son of Kunti.” This insa-

tiable desire comes up with the initiation

of destruction and is concluded in form of

harm to the humanity.

According to Swami Vivekananda, “All

the powers in the Universe are already

ours. It is we who have put our hands on

our eyes and cry that it is dark”. When we

completely learn to see with opened

eyes, enjoying every essence of life, it will

be welfare of mankind. The way out is

also given by the Master of Conscious-

ness, Swamiji,

“The highest meditation is to think of noth-

ing. If you can remain one moment with-

out thought, great power will come”.

In a nutshell, we can conclude that, mind,

the repository of consciousness, if trained

with proper parenting and nurtured in

best possible way, humanity can explore

each and every remaining aspects of life

and creation. It is our choice to learn the

science of life to belittle unconsciousness,

to eliminate destruction and help the flow

of consciousness in a balanced way by

controlling and caring mind, for blissful

sustainability of humanity. It must become

our priority and destiny gradually.

Author’s Introduction: Joyottam Mullick is

currently working as a Lab Assistant with

the School of Life Science and Biotechnol-

ogy under Adamas University in Kolkata.

The nature of the relationship

between the mind and the

body, including the brain and

its mechanisms or activities,

has been, and continues to

be, the subject of much

debate.
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School of Business and
Economics

Stakeholders from the School of Business

and Economics (SOBE) published 25

journal articles that included 8 Scopus-

indexed publications and 9 UGC Care

publications. 7 book chapters were also

published and one copyright was

clinched by Dr. Nilanjan Ray. A number of

academic events were organized. The

events included 2 Student Engagement

Programmes, 1 International Conference,

1 Webinar, 1 National Seminar, 3

Workshops and 1 Invited Lecture Series.

A number of interesting workshops were

organized by the school. Some of them

were a Workshop on Multivariate

Quantitative Techniques in Management

and an International Webinar entitled

‘Leading with Purpose’. SOBE organized

the merit-recognition ceremony for the

praiseworthy academic performance of

its students. The school organized a one-

Adamas University Round-Up
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day International E-Conference on ‘Re-

engineering Business Processes in New

Normal Landscape’ in association with

Centre for Business. A Workshop on ‘Case

Teaching Methodology and Case

Writing’, was jointly organized with Partha

S. Ghosh Center of Innovation &

Leadership. A workshop on ‘Data

Analytics: Use of Structural Equation

Modelling (SEM) in Social Sciences’ was

organized in association with the Centre

for Research in Business Analytics. A

National Seminar on Analysis of Budget:

Union Budget 2022-2023, was a hit. An

Invited Lecture from international experts

on ‘Entrepreneurial Teachers make

Difference in Teaching – Do They?” saw

Dr. Ahamad Khaaleel from the

Department of Economics and

Development of Studies under Federal

University, Dutse, Jigawa-Nigeria

delivering a lecture in an online seminar.

The school also organized a seven-days

Capacity Building Program on Research

Publication and Ethics in association with

the Research Foundation of India.

International Webinar on Best Practices in

Applied Research was collaboratively

organized with the Centre for Business

Analytics Research. A Memorandum of

Understanding (MOU) was signed

between Adamas University (AU) and the

Asian Institute of Family Managed Business

(AIFMB) in Mumbai.

School of Education
The School of Education (SOE) signed

eight MoUs. The MoUs were with Troy

University in the United States of America,

Far Eastern University in the Philippines,

Tribhuvan University in Nepal, Quirino

State University in the Philippines, Mariano

Marcos State University in the Philippines,

National Academy for Professional Skills

Development Inc. in the Philippines,

International Organization of Educators

and Researchers in the Philippines,

University Scholars Association in the

Philippines, Paro College of Education

under the Royal University of Bhutan and

DTD Urban Multisport Consulting Firm in

the United States of America. The first

registered copyright of AU was registered

entitled “A Framework and Approach for

Developing an e-Learning Platform”. SoE

has initiated Semester-long classes for the

B.Ed. students by renowned visiting

professors from the United Kingdom. The

school also initiated monthly International

Lecture Series and conducted 8 Lecture

Series with eminent resource persons from

Philippines, Spain, USA, Nigeria, Turkey

and Greece.
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The School conducted Faculty

Development Programmes (FDPs) on

‘Education in Post- Pandemic Era: A

Paradigm Shift’, ‘Effective Use of Canvas

for Teaching-Learning Process’,

‘Preparation of OBE-Based Course

Structure’ and ‘Research Methodology

and Data Analysis’. The school

conducted two-month-long Faculty

Exchange Programme (FEP) in

collaboration with Quirino State University.

Student Exchange Programme (SEP) was

also organised with Far Eastern University.

The School in association with the

International Organisation of Educators

and Researchers (IOER) in Indonesia and

Philippines organized an International

Conference on Education, Research and

Technology (ICERT) 2022 on the theme

‘Innovative Practices in Education,

Research, and Technology’. It also

conducted an International Workshop on

‘Multidisciplinary Approach towards

Awareness related to Autism Spectrum

Disorder’ in association with Circle of

Hope Private Academy (COHA) in

Namibia, South Africa and Colorado

Global Schools, USA.

The School organised other International

programmes like International Fall
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Programme on

Language and Culture

and the International

Spring Programme on

Gastronomic Tourism

and Food Diplomacy

and Sustainability in

association with Quirino

State University,

Philippines, and Can Tho

University, Vietnam, as

well as International

week-long 15 hours’

intensive peer teaching

exchange programme

for students in

collaboration with the

Institute of Education

under Far Eastern

University. SoE, along

with Far Eastern

University, for the first

time in the field of

Teacher Education in

West Bengal, organized

an International Final

Teaching Demonstration

Programme. SoE in

collaboration with

University Scholars

Association of the

Philippines organized the

4th International Scholars

Convention &

International Young

Leaders Congress 2022.

SoE invited Dr. Khaleda

Gani Dutt from the

Department of Special

Education under

Stockholm University in

Sweden to deliver a

session on ‘Inclusive

Education and

Schooling’ for the

students. SoE conducted

18 Student Development

Programmes and

Employability Grooming

Sessions for the students

such as ‘Empowerment

of Learners and

Teachers’, ‘Paradigm

Shift in Education

Strategies’, ‘A Power-

Packed Interactive

Session with the Young

Leaders of Tomorrow’,

Sessions on Mock

Interviews, Psychometric

Test Training, Group

Discussions, and Personal

Interview Training,

Career Counselling

Sessions on Grooming

Etiquette, Person Object

Situation (POS)

Demonstration, Superset

Technical Session,

Professional Grooming,

Employability Grooming,

Communication Skill,

Online Counselling,

Inclusivity Awareness,

On-Campus Pre-

Recruitment Counselling

and Environment Up-Skill

Technical Sessions. The

school arranged 8

industry visits for its

students to make them

aware of the current

teaching-learning

scenario. 

SoE has been the proud

recipient of numerous

prestigious awards and

accolades. It was

adjudged as the Most

Promising Department by

Nikhil Bharat Shiksha

Parishad under the

Government of India.

Other esteemed awards

include Education

Today’s Top Prestigious

Higher Education and

University Award in the

category of ‘Quality

Leadership’,

‘Sustainability Innovation

Awards 1.0’ in the

category of Green

School Award by Root

Skills, Green Society of

India, Root Saps. SoE was

recognized as Swachhta

Action Plan Institution
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from Mahatma Gandhi

National Council of Rural

Education.  

School of Life
Science &

Biotechnology

To upgrade its arsenal of

instrumentation facilities,

the School of Life

Science & Biotechnology

(SOLB) added several

state-of-the-art

equipment to its Central

Instrumentation Facility

(CIF) and specialized

DST-sponsored research

laboratories. These

include machines used

routinely in bioprocessing

industries and biological

research laboratories

such as tissue

homogenizer, probe

sonicator, rotary

evaporator, plant tissue

culture chamber and

biofermenter. More than

30 research articles and

book chapters have

already been published

so far in the year 2022,

few of which were even

in journals having impact

factors as high as 20. A

MoU was signed with

Maulana Azad College

to initiate activities such

as student-exchange

programmes, joint social

outreach programmes,

joint conferences,

seminars, etc. In the

same vein, a MoU was

signed with Merck Life

Science Private Limited

for enhancing the

scientific skills of students

and promoting industry-

academia collaboration.

The Adamas

Biotechnology Club

hosted several engaging

competitions as part of

the school-level

programme under the

Adamas Global Summit.

The Chief Guest, Dr.

Yusuf Baran from Izmir

Institute of Technology in

Turkey visited the school

to witness a wealth of

exhibits portrayed by the

students of SOLB in the

form of posters, models,

and prototypes. Two of

the events hosted by the

Adamas Biotechnology

Club, namely

‘Microscopy’ and

‘Modcom’ garnered

formidable attention. The

outcome of such

progressive measures

has manifested in terms

of student placements

this year in both

academic institutions

and industry. While some

students cleared the

national-level

competitive exams such

as GATE, CSIR-NET, and

IIT-JAM with flying colours

to bag a seat for higher

education in premier

institutes in India as well

as abroad, many made

their way through

campus interviews with

renowned companies
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such as Alembic

Pharmaceutical, Bharat

Serums, Krish Biotech

(Piramal Group),

Keventer Agro, and

Biological E to name a

few.

School of
Engineering

and
Technology

The Department of

Electrical and Electronics

Engineering organized

industrial visits, hands-on-

workshops and project

based internships. Some

of them were Industry

Visit on Society for

Applied Microwave

Electronics Engineering &

Research (SAMEER) in

Kolkata, Industrial Visit to

Variable Energy

Cyclotron Centre

(VECC) and Hand-on-

Training Session on

Antenna Design. The

department conducted

a few workshops on

antenna design, optical

fibre technology, 5G

Communication etc. The

department conducted

various activities with the

school students of

Classes XI and XII. The

department also

conducted hands-on

workshop to enable the

participating students to

develop their skills in

modern day

technologies like

Augmented Reality,

Optical Fiber

Technology, Robotics,

etc. The department is

offering a B.Tech. in

Biomedical Engineering

programme. This

programme has started

from the year 2020

realizing the importance

of Biomedical Engineers

for the development

and advancement of

health care sectors. The

department organized

an Industry Talk on ‘Job

Opportunities &

Expectations in

Biomedical industry’ by

Dipankar Bhattacharya,

VP-Compliance &

Partnership, Glocal

Healthcare Systems Pvt.

Ltd. An industrial tour to

Suraksha Diagnostics Pvt.

Ltd. in Kolkata was

organized.

The Department of Civil

Engineering organized

different industrial visits,

hands-on-training

sessions, workshops,

internships and live

webinars. Few of the

important events were

field visit to Omakar

Infracon Pvt. Ltd. in

Barunda, visit to 100-year

old National Test House

in Kolkata and Hands-on-

Training Session on

MvDAD and TEKLA

Software. The

department organized a

Summer Internship on

Training on Field
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Construction Practices. A

total of 150 students form

eight different

polytechnics in and

around Kolkata

participated and trained

for sequential

construction activity from

paper to project.   

The Department of

Mechanical Engineering

involved the students in

different departmental

projects  including

hydroponic system

design, robots for

cleaning water bodies,

robots for picking

garbage, biofuel as an

alternative to the fuel

demand, Machine

Learning to optimize the

industrial processes, Data

Science to enhance the

performance of the

engine, Jet impingement

analysis, Robotic fish for

underwater applications,

3D modelling and

simulation of

automobiles and 3D

printing technology for

medical devices.

The Department of

Computer Science

Engineering organized a

five-Day International

Workshop on Data

Science and its

Applications. The

department also

organized an Industrial

Guest Lecture on IoT

Analytics. The

department organized a

competitive coding

workshop.

The School of

Engineering and

Technology (SOET)

successfully conducted

first ever Techfest

‘SIGNIFIYA 2K22’. The

activities in the multiple

segments culminated in

a grand two-day event

in the campus of AU.

School of
Medical
Sciences

The Department of

Pharmaceutical

Technology (DOPT),

organized a webinar on

the basic of Intellectual

IPR. The School of

Medical Sciences

(SOMS) organized a

Webinar highlighting the

significance of

entrepreneurship to be

chosen as mainstream

career choice apart

from usual job profile in

research/ industry/

academia. The speaker

of the program was Dr.

Subrata Chattopadhyay,

currently working as the

Global Mentor and Jury

from Wadhwani

Foundation, NEN,

Regional Head NFED

and Atal Innovation

Mentor. DOPT organized

the celebration of

National Pharmacy

Week.

DOPT also organized a
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social awareness in association with

Barasat-I Block. The purpose of this event

was to spread awareness in respect of

prevention of vector-borne and parasitic

diseases like dengue and malaria. The

school organized the webinar on

Pharmaceutical Sales and Marketing. The

awareness talk was delivered by

Subhadip Das, Nutrition Executive, Nestle

India Ltd. and Debasish Das, Senior Expert

Marketing Executive, GlaxoSmithKline

Consumer Healthcare India.

The school in collaboration with Central

Ayurveda Research Institute (CCRAS),

Ministry of Ayush, Government of India

organized the 2nd International

Conference on ‘Transforming Ripples in

Healthcare Research: Obstacles,

Sustenance & Cutting-edge Innovations

(ICTRHR-2022)’, which was sponsored by

Science and Engineering Board (SERB),

Department of Science and Technology

(DST), Government of India.

A e-Workshop on the theme of ‘Standard

Handling Procedure of Laboratory

Animals in Accordance with Ethical

Guidelines’ was organized. The school

also organized a talk on the topic ‘Fare

trade Practices in Pharmaceuticals’.

Through research papers, the faculty

members of the school created a total

cumulative factor of 35.

School of Basic and
Applied Science

The School of Basic and Applied Sciences

(SOBAS) received 5 funded projects from

various government organizations such as

Department of Science and Technology,

Department of Atomic Energy, Defence

Research Development Organization and

Science & Engineering Research Board.

SOBAS has been consistently growing for

quality research through engaging

students where students have published

17+ research articles in international

journals. 

Tailored masterclasses for enhancing the

overall knowledge of students were
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conducted by experienced

academicians from USA, South Africa,

Japan, Portugal, UK etc. SOBAS is also

broadening its reach to various industries

and organization though active

collaborations with Indiana University–

Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPI) USA,

Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose Cancer

Hospital, Kolkata.

International conference was organized

and lead by students and faculty

members of Forensic Science in national

collaboration. SOBAS students have

visited many industries and Government

Labs for real time understanding of

experiments in different domains.

Conferences with participation from the

researchers and students around the

globes were organized by the

Department of Geography, Department

of Physics in technical collaboration IOP

Sciences UK.

School of Media and
Communication

An innovative One-Week-Long All-

Women Faculty Development

Programme (FDP) was organized by the

School of Media and Communication

(SOMC).

Prof. (Dr.) Mahul Brahma, the Dean of

SOMC, was appointed as a Visiting

Research Fellow at the Bath School of Art,

Film and Media under Bath Spa University

(BSU) in the United Kingdom (UK). He was

also given the prestigious Non-Fiction –

Author of the Year award by Ukiyoto

Publishing. Additionally, Prof. Brahma was

conferred with the Corporate

Communications Thought Leader of the

Year award during the Corp Comm Vision

and Innovation Summit & Awards.

Dr. Sharmila Kayal from SOMC delivered a

lecture at the Youth Forum during the

Public Relations Society of India’s (PRSI)

43rd Annual National Conference

JanMahakumbh.

Soumya Suvra Das from SOMC made a

corporate film on the Park Circus-based

Institute of Child Health (ICH) in Kolkata,

whose esteemed trustees are Dr. Sugato

Bose and Dr. Apurba Ghosh.

Noveena Chakravorty from SOMC was

invited as a Guest Speaker at the 58th

National Webinar Series of

Communication Today journal on the

topic entitled ‘Storytelling and Digital

Entrepreneurship’. She was also invited as

a Resource Person at the Department of

Mass Communication under the Central

University of Jharkhand on the topic

entitled ‘How to Create Engaging

Content for YouTube’.

Rajat Bandopadhyay was invited as a

speaker at an online round table talk on

‘Adoption of Cloud Communication for

Consumer Engagement in the Gaming

Industry’, which was hosted by Exotel.
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School of Smart
Agriculture

The students of the School of Smart

Agriculture (SOSA) visited the visited

Chinsurah Rice Research Center, a

premier  center for the development of

paddy varieties and rice based cropping

system in West Bengal. The students were

appraised by the scientists of the center

about the different varieties of paddy

developed by them, their yield and

acceptance by the agrarian

communities. The students also came to

know about the future directions of

cropping research in the state.  

The students carried out a benchmark

survey in the five adopted villages of AU.

The students interacted with the villagers

and came to know about the problems

faced by the agrarian communities and

learned about the methods used to

conduct door to door surveys. The

students visited Zonal Adaptive Research

Center, Dairy Farm (ISKON, Mayapur) and

Poultry Breeding Center (Krishnanagar).

The students have since started their field

operations in full swing. They learnt the

usages of farm machinery and learnt

about the methods of handling power

tillers and ploughed their own plots. The

school has already initiated outreach

under Agri Clinics and providing

consultancy services to the farmers and

also help them with treating different crop

diseases and also about integrated

nutrient management.

Prof Sandip Banerjee from the school

trained the Probationary Officers of

Odhisa Gramya Bank, Bhuvaneshwar

along with the faculty members of

Bankers Institute for Rural Development

(BIRD) and NABARD, about the different

schemes regarding Agriculture and Allied

Sciences and also about the different

value chain associated with agricultural

produce.

School of Law and Justice
The Second National Moot Court

Competition, 2021 was organised by the

School of Law and Justice (SOLJ).

Professor Venkata Rao was the chief

guest of the competition. 20 teams from

various law schools all over India

participated in the competition. The

runners up were Christ University,

Bangalore and the winner was Asian Law

College, Noida.
A Capsule Course on Compulsory Law
Papers was organised by SOLJ for the
fourth and fifth year students of SOLJ. 15
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Professors were invited to deliver lectures
on the core law papers, everyday
evening including the weekends. There
were 66 student participants.

Office of Quality
Assurance and
Accreditation

The office conducted a Lecture Session
on ‘Using Experiential Learning as a Lever
for Enhancing Quality in Higher
Education’ by Prof. Stephen Onyeiwu,
Professor of Economics, Department of

Business and Economics, Allegheny

College Meadville, Pennsylvania, USA and
a session by Kevin Kendall, Senior Position
in Higher Education, UK on ‘Curriculum
Benchmarking: A Tool for Academic
Quality Improvement’ under the banner
of Academic Benchmarking Series.
The Office came up with an academic
model of quality excellence called AU

Internal Quality Assurance Framework

(IQAF), catering to the needs of rankings,
accreditations, national and international
recognition. ‘Internal Quality Assurance
Framework & Guidelines for Assessment’
was released on December 18, 2021.

The Quality Month was celebrated in

November 2021, themed ‘Sustainability:

Improving People, Process & Policy’.

Submission of University data at All India

Survey for Higher Education (AISHE) 2020-

2021 participation in Indian Institutional

Ranking Framework (IIRF) was done.

Submission of University data for UGC 12 B

recognition was completed. Creation of

Central Database Repository System in

the University was also finished.

Office of International
Relations

Prof. Samit Ray, the Chancellor of
Adamas University was awarded Honorary
Doctorate Degree in Education during the
Graduation Ceremony at Bath Spa

University in the UK by Prof. Sue Rigby, Vice
Chancellor. 
A team from Adamas University visited
Bath-Spa University from in May and June
2022. It was a part of Erasmus + Project

(Staff Mobility) project. Basically this was a
faculty and staff development
programme. During their visit, the team
interacted with the top most management
of Bath Spa University and attended many
workshops and training sessions, which
enriched their professional skills.
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AU signed 13 MoUs in 10 countries in 2022

with universities in Australia, Germany,

USA, Poland, South Korea, Turkey,

Morocco, Nepal and Bhutan. 

AU organized offline international

conference ‘Adamas Global Summit on

Education’ with international speakers

from UK, Poland, Turkey and Morocco in

April 2022. 

Department of Social
Responsibility

The Department of Social Responsibility is
continuously working for the benefit of the
people in and around the campus. It has
a Unit of National Service Scheme (NSS),

under which the student volunteers are
engaged in various types of community
service activities. It has been registered
under the Government of India’s Unnat

Bharat Abhiyan and it is continuously
working for the development of the five
adopted villages. It has also been
registered under Swachh Bharat Abhiyan.
It has adopted five nearby villages. There
are a number of good outreach activities
continuously being organized in the field
of skill development, literacy, health and
hygiene, and various social issues. It
celebrated the National Youth Day by
distributing masks and sanitizers to the
security staff, gardeners, and canteen
staff of Adamas University and made
them aware of maintaining hygiene in
their day-to-day life. The students visited
St. Ann’s The Home For Aged on the eve
of Diwali and distributed some daily
essentials. A village household survey was
conducted in five of the adopted
villages. The department has donated an
Aqua guard and wash basin for
maintaining pure and safe drinking water
at Sadarpur Government Primary School.
It had also done some electrical repairing
work, pipeline repairing and repairing of
some doors and windows of the school.
The school washrooms were also being
renovated by the department of Social
Responsibility. A Farmers’ Meet was
organized at Jalsukha Village focusing on
smart agriculture and dairy farming. A
Legal Aid and Awareness camp was
organized in the nearby village. The
Department celebrated World

Environment Day by organizing webinar,
poster-making competitions, tree
plantations, and Campus cleaning. The
International Yoga Day was celebrated
by organizing a yoga camp and a rally to
create awareness among the common
people regarding yoga and its benefits.
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